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1.1 Saw It Written

On Saturday, November 23, 1974, Nick Drake retired to his bedroom at Far Leys, his parents’ bucolic, red brick estate in Tanworth-in-Arden—a small, preposterously pastoral village in the county of Warwickshire, just southeast of Birmingham, England. Drake had been staying at Far Leys, on and off, since 1972. According to his first biographer, Patrick Humphries, Drake’s bedroom was “a tiny, simple room, with a small circular window in one corner,” furnished with a cane chair, a single bed, an old wooden desk, and a still-life painting of a vase of flowers. It was neat, austere, contained. An alcove bookshelf housed D. H. Lawrence, *Hamlet*, Browning, Shakespeare, Blake.

At some point before dawn on Sunday, November 24th, Drake left his bedroom, ambled into the kitchen, shook some cornflakes into a bowl, splashed on milk, and wrapped his fingers around a spoon. He chewed and swallowed and padded back to his bedroom. He read a bit of Albert Camus’ *The Myth of Sisyphus*, a 120-page essay about the absurdity of human existence. Bach’s *Brandenburg Concertos* spun from his turntable. He stripped to his underwear. He curled into bed. He reached for a canister of pills.

Around 6:00 AM, Drake’s heart, overwhelmed by thirty doses of the prescribed tricyclic antidepressant Tryptizol, stopped beating. Six hours later, Drake’s mother, Molly, went to check on her son. “The first thing I saw was his long, long legs,” she remembers.
Two years and nine months earlier, Nick Drake recorded a short, excruciatingly spare album entitled *Pink Moon*. *Pink Moon* was preceded by two richly arranged, full-length folk records; all three were released to minimal commercial or critical success. When Drake’s death was announced to the public, few who knew him were particularly surprised. Muff Winwood, head of A&R for Drake’s record label, Island Records, admitted his lack of shock to biographer Trevor Dann: “We saw it coming. We just shrugged our shoulders and thought well, that wasn’t unexpected.” Drake was twenty-six years old.

It seems somehow fitting that Nick Drake’s life ended in his bedroom—the universal haven of privacy and retreat—because that is where his fans remember and appreciate him best. For us, honoring Nick Drake is a solitary exercise: After everyone else has shuffled off to bed, we uncurl from the covers, tug open the curtains, light cigarettes we won’t smoke, and sigh out open windows, squinting at stars and imagining Drake haunting the doorways of Far Leys, sad and wispy, maybe holding a candle, or a half-smoked joint, or a battered brown notebook. We chew our lips, conjuring images of Drake floating through hallways, counting cereal boxes, running his long white fingers over the spines of books, dropping a slab of vinyl onto a turntable. He clutches a cup of tea, drapes himself in a nubby yellow blanket, gapes at the moon. We see him pick up his guitar, wrap his hands around its neck, and play perfect, poignant folksongs.

Thirty-three years have passed since Nick Drake’s death, but it is still shamefully easy to romanticize his demise—to sniff and glaze, translating a pedestrian drug overdose into epic,
ridiculous verse, twisting his story into one long, tortured poem about art and depression and youth and emptiness. Unfortunately, part of what makes Nick Drake so potent a figure is also what makes his legacy feel so contrived: Drake’s (presumed) suicide validated his music much as Kurt Cobain’s would two decades later, lending his songs credence and weight. Now, when we hear Drake sing about feeling anxious and alone and invisible, we trust his despair. When we listen to *Pink Moon*, it is impossible not to feel death, huge and looming, inevitable and infinite, close and closer.

Flipping off all the lights, propping open a creaky old window, and listening to *Pink Moon* is just about as close as anyone can get to Nick Drake now. Only the fortunate few who knew Drake personally can effectively evoke his body and voice. There is no confirmed footage of Drake performing, smoking cigarettes, smiling, reading, eating, sleeping, sighing, walking, or breathing, although if you paw through the amateur videos posted on You Tube for long enough, you’ll eventually uncover a mute, eleven-second, slow-motion video clip of a tall, lanky figure with long hair loping through a folk festival, wearing a maroon blazer and beige pants. The clip’s silence is chilling; below, in the website’s comments section, agitated fans debate whether or not the figure—it could be anyone—is actually Nick Drake. Likewise, there is only one confirmed document of Drake’s speaking voice, aside from a few inconsequential bits of speech caught during recording sessions: Several years ago, a short, garbled audiotape of a nineteen-year-old Drake, rambling into a recorder after returning home to Far Leys from a party, emerged. “Good evening, or should I say good morning? It’s twenty-five to five, I’ve been sitting here for some time, actually, in this room,” Drake warbles. His voice
is deep and soft and thick with alcohol. The tape’s contents swing from unintentionally hilarious (“I think I must have drunk rather a lot. … I think I drove the whole way home on the right side of the road. … It is extremely pleasant sitting here now, because I think there’s something extraordinarily nice about seeing the doorknob before one goes to bed, there’s something uncanny about it”) to dismal (“In moments of stress, such as was this journey home, one forgets, so easily, the lies, the truth, and the pain”).

Because there are so few artifacts of Nick Drake’s life (as Molly Drake later explained, “There is so little that Nick left behind, apart from the legacy of his music. … He never wrote anything down, never kept a diary, hardly even wrote his name in his own books … it was as if he didn’t want anything of himself to remain except his songs”) we are now required to piece together a figure from other people’s memories, parsing hindsight from truth, re-examining lyrics, chords, tunings, and syntax, scouring all available options for clues to Drake’s truth. As Patrick Humphries notes, the dearth of nonmusical insights into Drake’s persona also leads to a certain amount of projection, with Drake’s massive mythology trumping, in many cases, his work. “Nick Drake becomes a blank canvas on which admirers can paint their own pictures, project their own lives and troubles; a mirror in which people see their own pain and lost promise,” Humphries writes. And because Drake’s music is so intensely personal—as producer Joe Boyd told the NME, “He’s someone whose story really is in the songs … the songs in a way became less about other people and more about himself as time went on”—it is especially difficult to divorce Drake’s music from the dire circumstances of his waking life, to listen
honestly and without bias. Instead, we build tiny bridges, linking sighs and pauses and dark bits of lyrics with our notions of Drake—his hair matted and thick with grease, clothes rumpled and stained, fingernails gnarled and curling, his body slumped at a desk, speechless, lifeless, hopeless.

Within Drake’s limited discography—within *Pink Moon*, especially—it’s possible (easy, even) to establish a timeline of depressive illness. Still, it feels dangerous and disingenuous, conflating art with life, making presumptions, reading anguish into each dismal couplet, imposing external narratives on an internal art. The single-named Cally—a former creative director at Island Records’ London office who, along with Drake’s sister, Gabrielle, now manages Drake’s posthumous estate—adamantly maintains that Drake recorded *Pink Moon* while in temporary remission from his depression and that, accordingly, the record should not be understood as an artifact of his disease. “Nick was incapable of writing and recording whilst he was suffering from periods of depression. He was not depressed during the writing or recording of *Pink Moon* and was immensely proud of the album, as letters to his father testify,” Cally insists. “Some journalists and book writers have found this fact disappointing, as it doesn’t reflect their own impression of the album. Nick confounded these impressions often. I think all of Nick’s albums are understood and misunderstood to the same degree. In that lies their great beauty and welcomed mystery. When it came to the album’s creator, well, no one understood him as such.”

I recognize the hazards and falsehoods inherent to crossing these particular wires. That doesn’t always mean I can stop myself.
I’m late to the cult of Drake. I was peripherally, casually aware of his work for years before I became properly indoctrinated, in September 2001, the dawn of my first semester of graduate school at Columbia University in New York City. I was living in a tiny river town about thirty-five miles north of Manhattan, trudging to class on Metro-North commuter trains, charging and retreating, plodding south and north. Each morning I hurled my backpack—crammed too full with books, papers, crushed granola bars, ballpoint pens snatched from hotel rooms, subway receipts, spare batteries—over one shoulder, clutched a thermos of lukewarm coffee, pushed damp strands of blonde hair from my eyes, and groggily navigated the gray, dewy post-dawn, hiking from my little silver Honda to the Croton-Harmon railroad station. Hunched over on the platform, I loaded discs into my dented Discman, desperate to soundtrack a voyage that had already started to feel epic and ridiculous.

Each weekday morning, I stumbled through identical cabins, scouting a coveted window spot. Readjusting my backpack, I would curl into a sticky blue vinyl seat, shove my knees up against the faux-wood paneling of the car walls, and stare blankly at the Hudson River, flat and colorless, rubbing up against the craggy western edge of the Palisades Mountains. From Croton to 42nd Street in midtown Manhattan, my train snaked along the eastern edge of the river, curling into its soft curves; outside the scratched plastic window, I watched stacks of railroad ties rot and shift, chain-link fences submit to brash, creeping weeds, empty beer cans pool in empty lots. I read train signs and station names like poetry: Door Control Panel, Emergency Pry Bar, Emergency Brake Valve. Ossining, Scarborough, Phillips Manor, Tarrytown. Irvington,
Ardsley-on-Hudson, Dobbs Ferry, Greystone, Glenwood, Yonkers.

By mid-September, my routine was established, perfect: I set my books down, spilled coffee on my zippered sweatshirt, resolved to acquire a new thermos, dug my paper ticket out for the conductor, and slapped a pair of old, foam-covered headphones over my ears. Listening to records, watching the river coast by (flattening as it seeped under the Tappen Zee bridge, browning as it neared the Bronx, disappearing once we hit Harlem proper), shifting as passengers groaned and lurched toward exit platforms—it was always the sweetest, most sublime part of a viciously long day.

Things got really bad in New York that fall. After my train arrived at Grand Central Terminal, I would huddle in line at Zabar’s, ordering a sesame bagel and eyeballing National Guardsmen, backs straight against cold terminal walls, camouflage pants tucked into big black boots, colossal guns pointed heavenward. Uniformed NYPD officers trotted bomb-sniffing dogs in circles around the information booth. Port Authority cops in navy baseball caps stared down passersby. My Metrocard felt like a death wish. I shuffled on and off of trains, in perpetuity, riding the shuttle to Times Square, hopping a 2 or 3 train to 96th Street, transferring to a 1 train, popping above ground, thirty-eight minutes later, at 116th and Broadway. The air smelled dirty, like an electrical fire, like bodies. I thought everyone with a backpack was trying to kill me.

At Columbia, I loitered in Low Library, drinking cold bottles of water, pressing my cheek into green marble walls. In the lobby, a white bust of Athena loomed, commanding the
twelve signs of the Zodiac; big bronze castings of Zeus and Apollo sandwiched the entrance. Low Library made me feel small.

I don’t remember buying *Pink Moon*, but I know for sure that I’ve owned the record, in some form, since college: I remember staying up too late, drinking cold cans of Coke from the dormitory vending machine and writing an overwrought essay about the title track’s use in a television commercial, later using the screed to land my first professional internship, at *Rolling Stone* magazine. In fall of 2001, I listened to *Pink Moon* nonstop: while commuting (I could get through the album three consecutive times via four separate trains), slouched in line at bakeries, sitting on benches, napping in empty classrooms, waiting at the copy machine, scribbling notes on my peers’ work, scouring Labyrinth Books for used copies of Joseph Mitchell, reading crumpled back issues of *The New Yorker*, standing still in Low Library, leaving face marks on grand, academic marble. I was twenty-one years old. I was tired. I started leaving giant mixing bowls of dry food and water on the kitchen floor, offering temporary sustenance for my cat in case I didn’t come home. When post-workshop pub sessions tapered off, I shifted my weight, kicked at the curb, and told my classmates I’d see them later. I thought if I said “Goodbye” it meant everyone I knew was going to die.

At the end of each day I would return to Grand Central, scurry to catch another train, and, eventually, shuffle off in Croton, navigating the station’s poorly lit parking lot and sprinting the final fifteen feet to my car. There, I would tug damp fliers out from underneath my windshield wipers—brochures advertising gas masks, escape hoods,
Potassium Iodide capsules, chemical suits, the new must-haves for a new New York—cringe, heave my bag into the passenger’s seat, dig around for my Discman to extricate Pink Moon, slip it into my car stereo, and float home. Pink Moon was exquisite in spite of itself. It was exquisite in spite of everything.

For months, I listened to Pink Moon, exclusively, because it was the only record I owned that still made sense to me. I seized Pink Moon like a life raft, squeezing it too tight, curling up inside of it while everyone else I knew overindulged in work and booze and pills, trying to forget about human bodies falling out of buildings, bursting apart on airplanes, collapsing under the weight of half a million tons of steel and concrete. I wanted to consume Pink Moon until it was entirely mine, until I could have it forever, until it could keep me safe.

The first time I heard Nick Drake was 1994. At the time, Geffen Records was interested in possibly signing me, and Tony Berg, who was doing A&R there—I had played him some recordings I had made, and he said, “Oh, do you know Nick Drake?” and I said, “Not really, I know the name but I don’t really know his music.” And he sat me down in his living room and played me “River Man.” And I kind of … not exactly freaked out, but it was exactly what I had been trying to do, in my own work, and here was some guy who had done it twenty-something years before, and done it better than I ever could have. It was a little bit of a revelation. I had been going out and buying a bunch of folk records from that era, but a lot of it just seemed really bland and uninteresting. It was a nonevent. And Nick Drake, he was the one who really took it to this other level.
So cut to four or five years later, and I’ve made two records with Atlantic. And Gerry Leonard, who had been playing guitar, with me, we had a little break between tours and he said, “You know, so few people ever got to hear Nick Drake perform his music live. So why don’t we just do the entire Pink Moon album as a show?” We split up the vocal duties. The guitar playing is intricate and it helps to have two guitar players. Luckily, a lot of the tunings exist on the Internet, and the alternate tuning thing is kind of where we live anyway, due in large part to Nick Drake. So we would just play the record from start to finish as the front half of the show, and then we would fill it in with some other Nick Drake stuff and some other covers and some of our own music. We did it twice—one at BAM [The Brooklyn Academy of Music] and once at Joe’s Pub in New York. And we’ve been talking about doing it again.

Pink Moon is the [Drake] record I know best in its entirely, it’s just not the first thing I heard. But it has been a consistent presence in my life. To be honest with you, I don’t put it on in the house a lot. I find that I’ll be in somebody else’s house, or at a restaurant, or wherever, and I’ll hear those songs, and they never get tired, they always sound gorgeous. That’s the thing with simplicity, with a really beautifully recorded vocal, a really beautifully recorded acoustic guitar: you don’t really need much more than that to make a track sing.

Duncan Sheik
Musician/Composer

Someone had suggested Nick Drake to me after hearing my Weed Forestin’ cassette in 1987 or so. They heard a similarity in tone, I guess. Weed Forestin’ is my voice and a four-string
guitar using open tunings. Minimal, simple, very short songs. I dutifully bought the vinyl box set, the three albums plus the first rarities collection, paper sleeves … it was, in fact, my first box set purchase.

Pink Moon immediately enchanted me. Can’t say I ever listened much to Bryter Layter or Five Leaves Left, though “River Man” is a favorite. After that … it still resides permanently next to my player, never to be filed away, always in reach.

My band Sebadoh did a pretty good thrashed out version of “Pink Moon” for our Smash Your Head on the Punk Rock album. Out of respect I would never cover one of his songs in the manner the original was recorded.

The Pink Moon album is perfect. And a prime example of richly textured recording making not-so-good lyrics sound profound. As a not-so-good lyricist myself, that’s inspiring. And the relative simplicity for its time (compared to your Crosby Stills and Nashes and whatnot) and the voice that never or rarely rises … it sounds profoundly humble and that’s a rare quality. Always something I keep in mind when I write and sing.

Lou Barlow
Dinosaur Jr.
Sebadoh

I got Pink Moon around 1993 as a gift from a musician friend who heard Sebadoh cover Nick Drake. I listened to that Pink Moon CD a million times. He wrote and played
beautifully—like a painter would—but it seems his ideas were so immense that they gobbled him up in the end.

The *Pink Moon* record is his best because it is its own universe. And it has its own gravity—it has certainly pulled in lots of people ’cause it’s a beautiful, colorful, evocative, Keatsian place to visit—the children are happy, the sea is dark blue, the hills are green, and the moon is pink—but I wouldn’t want to live there. For one thing, it rains a lot and it’s filled with tired adults who are all in dismay because they don’t see how they can fit in with all the magical, natural beauty in the world that they discovered when they were younger.

**M. Ward**  
**Musician**
II. And I Saw It Say

In civilized England in the mid-1970s, when a clinically depressed twenty-six-year-old was found dead in his childhood bed, stretched out alongside an empty plastic bottle of pills, a comprehensive forensic evaluation was typically deemed excessive. After a perfunctory medical examination by the Drake family doctor, coroner Dr. H. Stephen Tibbits issued a death certificate on Christmas Eve. He listed Acute Amitriptyline Poisoning as Drake’s official cause of death. The word “suicide” hangs in brackets at the end of the line—a small, almost apologetic epilogue to an abbreviated life.

Nick Drake had been prescribed three drugs for his mental issues—Tryptizol (for depression and insomnia), Stelazine (an antipsychotic, usually doled out for schizophrenia and known to induce movement disorders and liver toxicity), and Disipal (an antihistamine derivative most likely prescribed to reduce the Parkinson’s-like spasms induced by the Stelazine)—and self-medicated with copious amounts of marijuana. That Drake may have unintentionally jumbled up his dosing information, accidentally chewing up a lethal combination of legal and illegal medications (meaning his death was accidental rather than purposeful), is certainly possible. Accordingly, theorists—fervent and certain, sweating, determined—continue to posit that Drake’s death was inadvertent and unintended, the byproduct of too many prescriptions, too many ways to try to feel better, too many unrealized possibilities for change. While such presumptions may be inherently misguided, they’re certainly relatable. As Drake’s producer Joe Boyd writes in his 2007 memoir, White
Bicycles, “I prefer to imagine Nick making a desperate lunge for life rather than a calculated surrender to death.” I get that.

Drake’s story is not particularly exceptional: Art and depression are common, if unfortunate, bedfellows, and many of the world’s most renowned thinkers have fallen (some quite famously) to mental illness. In 1961, Ernest Hemingway discharged a shotgun into his skull, following several rounds of electroconvulsive therapy for depression and paranoia. In 1889, Vincent Van Gogh sliced off bits of his left ear, wrapped them in newspaper, and left them with a prostitute named Rachel; months later, he committed himself to a mental hospital in Saint Rémy de Provence, and in 1890, wandered into a nearby field and shot himself in the chest with a revolver. Sylvia Plath crammed her head in an oven and flipped on the gas. Virginia Woolf stuffed her pockets full of stones and sunk into the River Ouse. Joy Division frontman Ian Curtis wrapped a rope around his neck and hung himself in his kitchen. Poet Anne Sexton bolted her garage doors, slid her car key into the ignition, and sucked up carbon monoxide until her body went toxic and her heart stopped beating. Photographer Diane Arbus chomped up as many barbiturates as possible and sliced her wrists to bits; in an irksomely similar scenario, painter/print-maker Mark Rothko swallowed a few fistfuls of antidepressants and tore his arms open with a razor.

Clearly, suicide—spurred by major depression—caps an unsettling number of artist biographies, and in 2007, the correlation has become so familiar it’s practically a cliché: there are few novel or unique claims left to make about the relationship between art and mental illness, just as there’s no shortage of scientific data linking creative genius with altered
brain chemistry (although the precise mechanics of the relationship—are creative people more prone to mental illness, or does mental illness induce creativity?—remain far from established).

The Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders—a collection of prototypes used as a diagnostic tool by psychiatrists in most parts of the world—defines “Major Depressive Disorder (Recurrent, Severe with Psychotic Features)” as a unipolar condition, indicated by “depressed mood (such as feelings of sadness or emptiness), reduced interest in activities that used to be enjoyed, sleep disturbances, loss of energy or a significant reduction in energy level, difficulty concentrating, holding a conversation, paying attention, or making decisions that used to be made fairly easily, and suicidal thoughts or intentions.” The DSM-IV is packed with loads of vaguely described psychiatric and behavioral disorders, and it’s impossible to rifle through its recommendations without repeatedly self-diagnosing yourself and your pals: try not sheepishly recognizing someone with Intermittent Explosive Disorder (“unpredictable episodes of extreme anger”), Borderline Personality Disorder (“unstable relationships, poor or negative sense of self, inconsistent moods, and significant impulsivity”), or Narcissistic Personality Disorder (“a pattern of grandiosity, need for admiration, and sense of entitlement”).

The sliding scale of mental illness—as evidenced by the DSM-IV’s myriad diagnoses—makes depressive disorders extraordinarily difficult to treat accurately, at least the first time around. It is impossible to say with any certainty whether or not Drake’s drug regimen was easing or
aggravating his discomfort. It is hard to say exactly what went wrong.

Drake did not leave a suicide note. Around fifty people attended his memorial service at the Church of St. Mary Magdalene. It was a quiet end to a quiet life. As Humphries writes, “The death of Nick Drake made little impact on the world outside of Tanworth-in-Arden.”

The backside of Drake’s headstone, wedged deep into the dark earth of Tanworth-in-Arden’s parish church graveyard, reads, in plain block letters: “Now we rise and we are everywhere.” His grave sits a few feet from a robust English oak, overlooking the lush Warwickshire countryside. Devoted fans routinely deposit tiny gifts at its base: a white candle, strings of beads, flowers, letters, drawings.

The circumstances of Nick Drake’s overdose are as much a part of his legacy as his songs. His death is inextricable: No matter how hard we try to eschew the cult of Drake, to divorce his art from his disease, it is pervasive, omnipresent. It is the monster in the corner, the inevitable epilogue, the truth that can’t be drowned out no matter how loud we turn up the stereo. It is the way this book—every book—begins and ends.

The first time I heard Nick Drake’s music was in a restaurant. I overheard it, really. I wasn’t sure what song it was, but I knew I loved the sound of his voice and the harmonic language and the idiosyncratic way he played the guitar.

I was home in Los Angeles and I went out and got Fruit Tree because I wanted to have all the Nick Drake music I could get
my hands on. I went onto the Internet and found the various home recording things, trying to get every scrap I could. I just think he’s extraordinary.

The harmony can sometimes be simple, but it’s very sensual. There’s a real French sense of harmony overlaid onto what, in the English music history line, can probably be traced back to John Dowland and all the really great songwriters and musicians of the fifteenth century. There’s an innate Englishness [to his work], but Nick was also somebody who listened to an awful lot of music. I mean, he had the Bach Brandenburg Concertos on his turntable the night he died.

Christopher O’Riley
Classical pianist

Sometime during the fall semester of my freshman year of college, Belle and Sebastian’s The Boy with the Arab Strap came out. This was more than a cause for celebration for folks like me, as If You’re Feeling Sinister had, just a year and change before, single-handedly justified our existence; we were geeks and either always in love or always sad, but now we had a band out there writing our soundtrack. They were geeks like us and that day, between the crammed bins of the Band Box, I would learn that someone had already written songs for the band that wrote songs for us geeks. As I brought my selection up to the counter, the long, bean-pole clerk asked me if I’d ever heard Nick Drake. Of course I hadn’t; the reissues had only come out within the past year or two, and I had only just grown out of my hardcore phase. Nick Drake was not on my radar, despite my monthly reading of all the “indie-rock” magazines of note. When I said no, without even the hint of the typical record-store-clerk condescension, he
said to me, “Then, you’ve got to hear this,” and put *Pink Moon* on the in-store stereo.

Needless to say, I made two purchases that day, and for that semester it was almost as if no records had ever been released aside from *Pink Moon*. I could find no better solace from a roommate that hated me, a crumbling family, and clumsy crushes than the hushed strums and warbly vocals of that record. On it, I could hear everything I had ever heard and loved: the lyrical repetitions of Morrissey, the quaintly baroque arrangements of Belle and Sebastian, and the heartbreak of Elliot Smith. The cliché question—“Where has this record been all my life?”—was the only appropriate one. In fact, every cliché was appropriate, and this is not a bad thing; a cliché is what it is because it’s true. Without irony, Drake was able to speak to generations of broken hearts. He told scores of kids that it was alright to read books and not talk to girls. He convinced yuppies by the dozen that they could buy a new, status-symbol car and still hold on to something beautiful. That record, and his voice, seemed to say to anyone in any situation, “Hey, man, it’s alright. Just hang in there.” Folks need that. We need more than indie posturing and irony. Those things don’t last; sincerity does. And though I haven’t sat down and listened to *Pink Moon* in years, I still think of it fondly, and about how it, in less than an hour, defines the defining years of my life.

**Richard Lucyshyn**
**Poet**

I was in a record store in Chicago somewhere in the early to mid-90s [and] I bought *Way to Blue* which was a compilation of [Nick Drake’s] stuff. I fell in love with his music and soon
after found the box set with all his records and an album of outtakes. That’s when I first heard Pink Moon in full. I got addicted to all of his records for a while. I love the more orchestrated stuff, but Pink Moon really hit the spot for me. I still always go back to Nick Drake records. His music sounds like a natural warm familiar old house to me. It is perfect, bare, beautiful, pure music. Ageless voice and that deep open wooden guitar still always get me.

It’s definitely one of those albums that I always go back to when I need to come back down to earth—like Velvet Underground or Rolling Stones records. There really is something like home in there. It’s like Grandma’s house. It’s a snow day record. There is something about enjoying being trapped inside because of the weather in there. It’s a kitchen record. It is good hot soup for sure. I can’t feel that much sadness in this record but just quiet beauty and acceptance … and, for my money, it has the most perfect off-kilter piano solo used in a rock or even a folk song on the song “Pink Moon.” It turns the whole song backwards in such an innocent way. It drops in like an after-thought and just goes away.

I’ve tried to throw down that move down a few hundred times on Califone recordings. The closest I ever came to it was the piano part I played on an Orso song off Long Time By. Even that took me a few takes and the song was backwards (and beautiful) to begin with but the intimacy of Pink Moon is always a touchstone and a reference point. And those guitar tunings … it’s a beautiful thing. I don’t know what to say except I probably will always return to this record whenever I need a reminder to come back down to the basics, slow down, and
appreciate the simplicity of a pure voice and guitar. Hope he’s out there somewhere with God enjoying how much we are enjoying his perfect beautiful records.

Tim Rutili
Califone

I stumbled across Nick Drake in the late 80s when I was fourteen. I’d spent my childhood obsessed with the Beatles and the “lighter” side of 60s music, and had a few years earlier bought a compilation album called Back on the Road, which contained late 60s/early 70s underground music, which at the time I’d immediately dismissed as not being my thing. At fourteen I gave it another listen. The first track that jumped out at me was “Northern Sky.” I remember how lush and achingly beautiful it sounded to me then; how excited I was with the discovery and how odd it seemed that I’d never even heard his name before.

I found out that there was a Nick Drake fan in the year above at school, who recommended the “best of album Heaven in a Wildflower. It wasn’t long before I’d bought the rest [of Drake’s discography]. Songs such as “Northern Sky” and “Cello Song” still remain standout tracks for me, but in terms of albums as a whole, I’ve always considered Pink Moon my favorite. It was a real year of musical discovery for me. Albums such as Velvet Underground’s second album, the Stooges’ first album, Talking Heads’ 77, Fairport Convention’s Liege & Leif, Grateful Dead’s Anthem of the Sun, and Heaven in a Wildflower, felt, at the time, totally life-changing.
I often wonder if my initial reaction to Nick Drake (and other artists) was heightened due to the age I was and how it might differ if I was to hear him for the first time today. No doubt it was, but I’m sure Nick Drake would still stand out for me and sound as fresh today as it still did in the late 80s.

**Rupert Hunt**
**Founder, NickDrake.com**
III. A Pink Moon Is on Its Way

Nick Drake was born at Dufferin Hospital in Rangoon, Burma (now Myanmar), on January 4, 1948. Drake’s father, Rodney, an employee of the Bombay Burmah Trading Corporation (an Anglo-Indian timber company) had been stationed in Rangoon since the early 1930s. Rodney married Nick’s mother, Mary Lloyd, in Rangoon on April 14, 1937, and their first child, Gabrielle, was born six years later. In 1951, when Nick was three and Gabrielle was eight, the Drake family returned to England, purchasing the estate at Far Leys from a BBC music director at considerable cost. Gabrielle Drake would later write: “I remember Mum telling me that the price of the house had been way above their budget, costing a shocking £10,000. But she adored Far Leys, and Dad was determined to get it for her.” Rodney Drake snagged a job with the Wolseley Engineering Company, a car manufacturer, and his family settled into their new, overly idyllic home. Gabrielle Drake told Humphries: “We were a very close-knit family, a very happy family. I had a most wonderful childhood.”

Nick began writing songs as a toddler, and, appropriately, his compositions focused on what Gabrielle later described as his two great passions: cowboys and food. When Nick was eight years old, he was shuffled off to Eagle House School at Sandhurst, a prep school in Berkshire, where he would play rugby, perform in theater productions, and study diligently for the next five years. At the end of 1961, Nick returned to Far Leys for Christmas, before—like his father and grandfather before him—he ditched home to attend Marlborough College
in nearby Wiltshire. While Nick’s classmates at Marlborough hardly considered him gregarious, he is remembered as a thoughtful, quiet teen—an accomplished sprinter with a Beatle cut and an affinity for John Coltrane, Miles Davis, and *Bringing It All Back Home*.

Drake’s first band at Marlborough—the unfortunately named Perfumed Gardeners—featured Drake on clarinet, saxophone, and piano. His bandmates recall churning out studied covers of Mississippi blues classics—Muddy Waters, Howlin’ Wolf, Bukka White—and new tracks from the Yardbirds and the Rolling Stones. Still, as Humphries writes, Drake “soon realized that if you were going anywhere in 1965 you had to get there on guitar.” Accordingly, Drake ditched all his other instruments for an acoustic. He was seventeen, hitchhiking back and forth between London and Marlborough, seeing bands, strumming his guitar, puffing on Disque Bleu cigarettes, sneaking into pubs, reading Sartre and making pained notes in the margins: as Dennis Silk, Drake’s headmaster, would eventually note in his university recommendation letter, Drake was a “dreamy, artistic type of boy,” “a genuine late developer who is only now growing into his academic potential.” At least on paper, Drake is both archetypal and contradictory—the artist with middling interest in school, the loner with a gaggle of friends, the athlete who would rather be reading.

Like most European teens, Drake took a year off between high school and college and spent much of the summer of 1966 chugging around France with friends, sleeping in a tent, compulsively tuning and retuning his guitar, and leading bonfire singalongs. As friend and fellow traveler Michael
Maclaren reveals to Humphries, “Wherever we went, the evenings were often the same, with groups of people gathering around bonfires, under the stars, on beaches, in woods or at campsites, to hear Nick sing and play his guitar.” After briefly returning to Far Leys in the fall, Drake spent a few months in London with his sister (now a working actress), returned home for Christmas, and then headed back to the southern coast of France with two school pals, Simon Crocker and Jeremy Mason, ostensibly to hone their French by attending classes at the Foreign University at Aix. Drake began playing in public, busking for cash and writing his own songs. Crocker noticed Drake becoming progressively more introverted, telling Humphries, “He became more serious, I think, and to a degree lost some of his lightheartedness.” After three months in Aix, Drake disappeared to Morocco, arriving in Marrakech around the same time as the Rolling Stones—retrospectively, plenty of Drake’s friends suspect that Drake began experimenting with psychedelic drugs while in Morocco, although, as Humphries points out, “In the late sixties and early seventies, youthful flirtation with drugs was the rule rather than the exception.”

In October 1967, Drake enrolled in Fitzwilliam College at Cambridge. That June, the Beatles had released *Sgt. Pepper’s Lonely Hearts Club Band*; six months later, the Rolling Stones’ unveiled *Their Satanic Majesties Request*. Drake felt stifled at Fitzwilliam—a newly constructed satellite campus about a mile from the main buildings at Cambridge—but continued playing guitar and writing songs, many of which would eventually land on his debut LP, *Five Leaves Left*. Drake, like any budding musician, rapaciously consumed pop and rock records, and his tastes were fairly standard for a musically minded British college student in the mid-1960s:
Love’s *Forever Changes*, Van Morrison’s *Astral Weeks*, Tim Buckley, Randy Newman, Smokey Robinson, the Steve Miller Band, Donovan, Burt Jansch, John Martyn, the Fifth Dimension.

The exact circumstances of Drake’s first record deal with Island remain hazy. Chris Blackwell, founder and CEO of Island Records, remembers Drake scheduling an appointment to meet with him in late 1967, toting a demo tape; Blackwell shooed Drake away (as Blackwell tells it, Island was “more into rock”), but requested that he return, with new work, in seven or eight months. A few weeks later, Drake booked a gig at the Roundhouse in London, opening for American folk-rokers Country Joe and the Fish. Serendipitously, Ashley Hutchings, the bassist for Fairport Convention, was stationed in the audience (Fairport had played earlier in the evening), and, instantly entranced by Drake’s performance, introduced himself after Drake’s set. As Hutchings tells Trevor Dann, “These were melodic, literate songs. I was spellbound.” Soon after, Hutchings contacted his manager, Joe Boyd, and passed along Nick Drake’s name and telephone number.

When Nick Drake and Joe Boyd first met at Boyd’s office in London, Drake, wearing a black wool overcoat (which Boyd later described as “stained with cigarette ash”), immediately handed Boyd four new tracks. Boyd was impressed with the songs; in *White Bicycles*, he writes: “I played the tape again, then again. The clarity and strength of the talent were striking … his guitar technique was so clean it took a while to realize how complex it was. Influences were detectable here and there, but the heart of the music was mysteriously original.” Boyd told Dann: “One thing that was
appealing about it was that it was not reaching out to you. In a way, he was almost playing to himself.”

Even though his name has remained curiously peripheral for decades, Joe Boyd is paramount to a wide array of rock and folk epiphanies. Born in Boston, Massachusetts, in 1942, Boyd arrived in London in the spring of 1964, not long after graduating from Harvard University. Working as a tour manager, Boyd went on to supervise Dylan’s electric surprise at the Newport Folk Festival, to travel with Muddy Waters, and to open UFO, London’s most beloved—if fleeting—psychedelic club (Soft Machine, Arthur Brown, and Procol Harum all made stops at UFO before it closed in 1967). Boyd founded Witchseason Productions in 1966, snatching the tide from the Donovan song “Season of the Witch” (in it, Donovan whispers “Beatniks out to make it rich / Must be the season of the witch”), and promptly recruited a mess of talent, including Pink Floyd, Fairport Convention, the Incredible String Band, John Martyn, and a slew of like—minded others—thus inadvertently engineering much of the psych-infused British folk movement of the 1960s.

In 1968, Drake, then twenty years old, signed a contract with Boyd and Witchseason, naming Boyd as his manager, agent, publisher, and producer, in an agreement that, even now, seems entirely ridiculous to anyone even vaguely familiar with the recording industry. As Dann writes, “Nick knew little about the financial and legal sides of the industry. He simply wanted to be looked after by someone who could make things happen.” Ironically, Witchseason’s latest licensing deal was with Island Records, so Nick Drake did, eventually, end up partnered with Blackwell, sneaking onto a
rock roster that also included Jethro Tull, Free, Traffic, and Bob Marley.

It took Drake about an hour by train to reach London from Cambridge, and he spent the second half of 1968 shuffling between the two locales, distancing himself from his peers and colleagues, determined to remain vague about his budding recording career, and piddling away his ten pound a week allowance on rolling papers and weed. Classmate Brian Berger told Dann: “He was aloof. He could be arrogant. I got a bit fed up with it. He had these special friends in London and was a bit mysterious about it.” Unfortunately, the production team at Witchseason grew equally frustrated with Drake’s general elusiveness, even as plans for his debut LP began to solidify. Eventually, Boyd paid for an apartment, complete with telephone, on the ground floor of 112 Haverstock Hill in London’s Belsize Park, hoping it might help Drake stabilize.

Drake christened his debut record *Five Leaves Left* after the warning message contained inside packs of Rizla cigarette papers (which, to clarify for a modern audience, is sort of like calling a record *Tastes Great, Less Filling*). Boyd introduced Drake to the engineer John Wood, and Drake and Wood worked together at Sound Techniques, the beloved eight-track studio (constructed in a converted cow shed on Old Church Street in Chelsea) Wood still co-owns with mixer Geoff Frost. On all accounts, Drake was simultaneously inexperienced and preposterously stubborn, a combination which, unsurprisingly, led to the occasional stalemate.

Unlike Drake’s later work, *Five Leaves Left* was a largely collaborative effort. Boyd commissioned arranger/producer
Richard Hewson (who eventually went on to score the Beatles’ *Let it Be*) to submit arrangements for Drake’s songs; unfortunately, both Drake and Boyd deemed Hewson’s work too mainstream, and Drake convinced his handlers that his old pal from Cambridge, Robert Kirby, was the next best candidate.

Kirby recalls encountering Drake at Cambridge in the fall of their first year: “I first met Nick when we both auditioned for ‘The Footlights Revue’ in our first term, probably October 1967,” he explains in an email. “He played blues, I believe, and I did some spoof music hall routine. We spoke briefly—and both failed the audition. [On meeting Nick] one immediately noticed an aura or gravitas. [Drake was] six foot four, good looking, quietly well-spoken, smiling a lot. He said that he had written some songs and wanted them arranged for strings that could be used locally for live gigs. A mutual friend—James Fraser, I seem to recollect—had recommended me because although I was studying classical music, I had a background in rock and folk,” Kirby continues.

“Once Nick started playing his guitar I was dumbstruck by his skill and originality. To be perfectly honest, I was not immediately taken by his voice—I was a Choral Scholar—but I was by his lyrics. I would sketch his various countermelodies, and which string he was playing them on, and the chord structure. This could be laborious, but he was patient, and pretty good at reading music as well. He told me once he had a [record] deal, but kept rather sheepishly quiet about it, until one week he said would I like to go down to London with him and record three or four of the songs we had done,” Kirby says. Boyd and Wood were appropriately skeptical, but, as
Boyd later told BBC Radio 2, after hearing Kirby’s work, “John and I just looked at each other and said ‘Well, this is amazing, this is gorgeous.’”

“He never once discussed the Hewson sessions with me, or let me hear them,” Kirby admits. “Contrary to some accounts, this was not my first time in a studio, and I had been arranging for and performing in a band since the week I arrived at Cambridge. I had been performing classical music in public since I was six years old. You [also] must understand that the huge advantage I had over Richard Hewson—for whom I have enormous admiration—was that Nick and I had lived with these arrangements for up to six months, refining them after each gig. So when we got to the studio it was a case of knuckling down and giving it our best shot, which we did. We didn’t really need to discuss or change things—just play it properly.”

With Kirby signed on, Boyd arranged for bassist Danny Thompson, of the British psych-folk outfit Pentangle, to sit in on bass (reportedly Drake, who idolized Thompson’s Pentangle bandmates/guitarists Burt Jansch and John Renbourn, “smiled beatifically” in the corner while Thompson played). Fairport Convention’s Richard Thompson contributed electric guitar to opener “Time Has Told Me,” while Paul Harris played piano; Tristam Fry played drums and vibraphone on “Saturday Sun,” and Rocki Dzidzornu contributed congas to “Three Hours” and “Cello Song.” Clare Lowther played cello.

Later, when I ask Joe Boyd about Drake’s general studio demeanor, he laments Drake’s inability to communicate without reservation. “In the studio was where he was most
comfortable. Very shy, hesitant about putting forward his opinions, but full of good ideas once he [learned how] to voice them,” Boyd explains. Robert Kirby remembers Joe Boyd as equally sidelined: “I think Joe has stated himself that he was more of a facilitator [than a] producer. He would put the deals together and then get various inspired combinations of musicians to make up the terrific range on the albums,” Kirby says. “As I recall, he didn’t really interrupt much. My lasting picture of Joe in the control room is with his head stuck in an American newspaper. Nick would play and John Wood would faithfully and skilfully record what was played.”

After various delays, *Five Leaves Left* was released in September of 1969, with little advertising or fanfare. Shortly thereafter, Drake finally dropped out of Cambridge—despite the considerable protests of his parents—to concentrate on a music career that seemed stalled from its start. The initial pressing of *Five Leaves Left* was strangely shoddy—the record’s sleeve contained no clues about the artist or the music within, “Three Hours” was listed as “Sundown,” and an unrecorded verse was included with the lyrics to “River Man.” On October 4, the *New Musical Express* published a bored, semi-obligatory review (although the author, identified only as GC, managed to sneak in the caveat “I’m sorry I can’t be more enthusiastic because [Drake] obviously has a not inconsiderable amount of talent, but there is not nearly enough variety on this debut LP to make it entertaining”). Aside from a few casual mentions and piggyback advertisements, *Five Leaves Left* received very little press, no radio air-play, and sold fewer than three thousand copies.
Drake, unfortunately, seemed to find touring and playing live insurmountably difficult—in *White Bicycles*, Boyd writes of contacting a promoter to check in on one of Drake’s early performances. According to Boyd, the promoter told him “… people talked a lot and when Nick started tuning in between songs they talked more and bought more beer. The noise of glasses clinking and conversation became louder than Nick’s music. He never said anything on stage, just tuned and sang, and when the noise became too much, [Drake] looked at his shoes for a minute and then got up and walked off stage.”

Still, Joe Boyd pushed Drake to return to Sound Techniques and initiate work on a follow-up. Drake and Boyd agreed that his sophomore effort would be a poppier, more commercial, less brooding affair. Ironically, as Drake and Boyd were discussing the potential for a livelier aesthetic, Drake, who had upped his recreational drug use, was becoming more and more withdrawn. Dave Pegg remembers his sessions with Drake as unfathomably cold: “Nick was never happy when we were doing it,” Pegg tells Dann. “He never expressed any opinion, there was no eye contact, he never said ‘You played great, thanks.’” Meanwhile, former Velvet Underground member and experimental musician John Cale, who was then working with Boyd to produce Nico’s *Desertshore*, pestered Boyd to let him play on Drake’s album. Cale contributed viola and harpsichord to “Fly,” and rearranged “Northern Sky,” folding in organ and piano. Cale and Drake’s musical collaborations were certainly fruitful, although writers and friends have since speculated that Cale also introduced Drake to heroin, which, in all likelihood, proved less helpful to Drake’s burgeoning career.
Conjecture and supposition abound regarding the precise details of Drake’s illegal drug consumption and critics and fans still whisper about what role those drugs played in his psychiatric decline. Trevor Dann goes so far as to posit that Drake “was suffering from a psychosis, probably mild schizophrenia, which was brought on by excessive use of cannabis.” It seems likely that Drake experimented with LSD, marijuana, and heroin, although, aside from his well-documented pot smoking, how frequently and how many street drugs Drake used is still largely unclear. “The exception to the rule in our circles was anybody who was drug free,” Kirby explains. “Suffice it to say that I would have known if he was taking heroin. He wasn’t. Marijuana in those days was nowhere near as damaging as today’s genetically engineered, paranoia-inducing rubbish. It’s possible that it didn’t help, but I believe the demons he fought came from deeper within his soul rather than his brain,” Kirby concludes.

On November 1, 1970, Nick Drake’s second album, the smirkingly titled *Bryter Layter*, was released by Island Records. As Dann tells it, “[Island’s] marketing was as bad, if not worse than it had been for his first [record].” *Bryter Layter*, like *Five Leaves Left*, wasn’t so much a failure as a nonentity: no reviews were written or published, no interviews were scheduled, and Drake, now disturbingly reliant on weed, either refused to or was incapable of properly promoting the album. For its first four months of release, *Bryter Layter* languished, unremarked upon, forgotten, unreal.

Boyd, who had signed a slew of young, talented writers to his Warlock Publishing arm, thought he might be able to instead market Drake as a songwriter, including “Way to
Blue,” “Day Is Done,” “Time Has Told Me,” and “Saturday Sun” on a Warlock promotional sampler. Boyd put together a studio band—with Traffic’s Jim Capaldi on drums, Fairport Convention’s Simon Nicol on guitar, Pat Donaldson on bass, Linda Peters (future wife of Richard Thompson) on vocals, and Reg Dwight (eventually known as Elton John) on piano—to record the tracks. (Given the talent involved, the sampler later became a boon for collectors—according to Dann, there are only seven vinyl white labels still in existence, the last having sold on eBay for $3,000 in 2004.)

Unfortunately, Drake’s career as a songwriter—an occupation he may have been far better suited for, given his encroaching misanthropic bent—was equally inconsequential. A Jamaican ska singer named Millie (best known for the chart-topping “My Boy Lollipop”) recorded a version of Drake’s “Mayfair” in 1970, but most artists veered away from Drake’s songs; even now, Drake covers are curiously rare.

In March 1971, Island and Witchseason decided to give Bryter Layter another shot, launching a last-ditch promotional campaign and shipping copies of the album to various media outlets. A small handful of reviews emerged, some positive, some dismissive (Sounds magazine called Bryter Layter “superb,” Melody Maker rejected the record as “late night coffee n’chat music”). Still, Drake continued to eschew his promotional responsibilities, failing to show up at scheduled events, avoiding live shows, and murmuring glib answers to reporters. David Sandison, Island’s press representative, described Drake’s live show as “embarrassing, because he was very gauche, and there were long pauses between the numbers because he was either retuning or thinking about it.” Jerry Gilbert, a journalist who interviewed Drake for Sounds,
described Drake as mopey and monotonous, and later told Dann, “You know, of the thousands of interviews I’ve done over the years, [this] was the strangest.”

Gilbert’s 475-word feature, “Something Else for Nick?” was published in Sounds on March 13, 1971. The article begins with an observation: “Nick Drake is a shy, introverted folk singer, who is not usually known to speak unless it is absolutely necessary.” It was the first and last interview Drake ever gave. In a 1996 conversation with Jason Creed (in the beloved Drake fanzine Pink Moon), Sandison declared: “I expect Bryter Layter was the closest he came to promoting an album. He did a gig. He did an interview. ... It was almost like he was embarrassed to be the subject of attention. It’s like when people say, ‘If you really want to know about me, listen to my songs.’ I mean, most of that is bullshit, just somebody plugging their new album who can’t be bothered to do an interview. But I think with Nick it was probably true. I think the songs were the closest he was able to come, certainly for many years, [to] articulating anything about himself and how he was feeling and what turned him on, what excited him, you know, what took him, what moved him. I do think that when you listen to Nick Drake, you’re hearing Nick Drake.”

Meanwhile, Drake was growing more and more reclusive. Despite Boyd’s best efforts, Bryter Layter was an inconsequential release for both Drake and Island, and, as Richard Kirby later told Radio 1, Drake was devastated by the record’s undisputable commercial failure. “He took it like being hit in the stomach by Mike Tyson,” Kirby declared. “I think that that really did knock him back a long way. And I think he probably stopped writing for a while as well. It’s also
at that time when his father was suggesting to him that maybe he should be trying [to get] some kind of job.” Not long after, Joe Boyd sold Witchseason to Chris Blackwell and took a job at Warner Brothers Pictures in Hollywood; per the terms of his 1968 contract, Drake was suddenly without manager, publisher, agent, or producer.

“To tell the truth he was always ‘a man apart,’” Kirby says later. “I was very naive and thought it went with the territory if you were that much of a genius—I looked up to him. But to be honest, a little while after Bryter Layter bombed it was apparent that all was not well.”

Drake, defeated and exhausted, returned to Far Leys, telling his mother, “I don’t like it at home, but I can’t stand it anywhere else.” Rodney and Molly Drake were understandably concerned by their son’s depressive tendencies, and in 1971 dragged Nick to see a psychiatrist at St. Thomas’ Hospital in London. Drake was wary of prescription medication, and often refused the pills he was assigned; by the following autumn, Drake was so withdrawn he was barely speaking. According to Humphries, he told his mother, “I’ve failed at everything I’ve tried to do.”

In October 1971, Drake called John Wood at his home in Mildenhall, Suffolk; Drake and Wood had maintained contact since first working together on Five Leaves Left. Drake wanted to make another record. Sound Techniques was entirely booked for the next several weeks, but Wood, sensing a certain amount of urgency, offered to let Drake work late at night, after the other sessions had closed. Drake arrived at Sound Techniques at midnight. Linda Thompson visited the
studio on the first night of recording, telling Dann, “[Drake] was in a dreadful state, totally incommunicado. I’m surprised he didn’t throw me out. He didn’t talk to John Wood, either.” Wood recalls setting up four microphones and, at the end of the second night, asking Drake what kinds of arrangements and overdubs he planned to add. “He said ‘I don’t want anything on,’” Wood later told BBC Radio 2. “And I said, ‘Absolutely nothing?’ and he said, ‘No, that’s all I want.’” As Boyd writes, “[Wood] produced Pink Moon as starkly and simply as Nick intended.”

The album is comprised of Drake’s vocals and acoustic guitar, almost exclusively—there is one lone overdub, a tiny bit of piano layered on top of the title track. The record was finished in two days. Drake handed the master tapes to someone at Island Records (either a receptionist, Chris Blackwell, or David Sandison, depending on which particular mythology you subscribe to), accepting £500—the approximate cost of the recording session—in return. He slunk back to Far Leys.

Precisely what transpired at Sound Techniques that October—what forces, metaphysical or biochemical or otherwise, led to the creation of what is arguably the bleakest and most intoxicating twenty-eight minutes of acoustic music on record—is impossible to discern, parse, or explicate. All anyone knows for sure is what happened afterward.

One of the many things that I like about Pink Moon is that it’s stark. [With] the exception of the small piano part on the title track, it’s a recording of a man and his guitar. It’s so bare and [designed to be taken] at face value with nothing in between. Fans and critics have gone on and on about how Pink Moon is
Nick Drake’s best record because it was his last or they lean on the stories they’ve heard or read about this quiet man sitting in a studio saying nothing in between takes … or how [much] it reveals and lets us hear the frailty of a man who was very much an unsuccessful musician at the time and so on. But I think if you do that, you rob yourself of the very essence of what this album is as a whole. *Pink Moon* shows just how talented Nick Drake was as a guitarist, how he had such an ear for melody and was able to weave a tapestry of simple lyrics into those melodies. The songs on *Pink Moon* are strong enough to stand alone, and this is very important because not many musicians of his time or even now can do that like he did on this record. Not even Bob Dylan.

**Damien Jurado**  
**Musician**

The first time I heard [*Pink Moon*], it was on an unmarked cassette tape at my job. I thought I’d discovered the most killing Cat Stevens album ever made. This was before the car commercials and the huge reissue campaign. Needless to say, my mistake was soon corrected by the legions of diehard fans who had already discovered him.

Actually, I already knew the song “Which Will” from a solo live recording by Lucinda Williams. Until then I’d always assumed it was hers. Thinking about it now, that song has continued to be my favorite. It’s the most perfect distillation of the things I like about his writing and that record in particular. The lyrics are painfully concise, the repetition of phrases is just right, and of course it’s catchy as hell.
In fiction writing, people often talk about books being “true.” That is to say, that even in the context of a made-up story the author can convey something tangible and real. With Nick Drake, even though all the usual pop music props and poses are present, the songs always come off true.

**Dave Mies**  
**Tall Firs**

The first time I heard *Pink Moon*, the first thing I noticed was Nick Drake’s voice. It sounded so eerie and haunting. You could tell that the person behind the microphone had some inner demons to deal with. Then I listened to the guitar playing. He was doing some amazing things, many different tunings, and interesting finger picking. The whole album sounded as if everything was done in one take, right in front of the listener.

*Pink Moon* was the first Nick Drake album that I heard. I immediately fell in love with it. In the months to come, I found the other Drake albums, and some home-recorded bootlegs. While I celebrate Drake’s whole catalog, none of the [other] albums have the feel of *Pink Moon*. The overwhelming overdubs of string sections and homs to Nick’s bare skeleton of vocals and guitar on those first few records changed the feel of the songs for me. Here were these sad songs with these overtly happy horns and strings kind of forced on top of songs that probably did not need it. Nick probably didn’t want it on there either.

His influence on musicians cannot possibly be measured, from Belle and Sebastian and on down the list. It is a very hard thing to transfer such emotion and feeling onto tape with
just a microphone and a guitar, but this record may be one of the best examples of it. Nick was a rare gem and as with people with such unbelievable talents, their lives are cut way too short. There have been few since Nick Drake that appear this sincere, perhaps Elliott Smith would be the lone example. They both were two troubled geniuses.

Nick rarely played live and, if I am correct, there are no filmed performances of him. Truly a shame, as this would be a wonderful thing to see.

David Leto
Rye Coalition

*Pink Moon:* A wild record of enlightenment for the kinda people who don’t like to get wild. Almost everyone I know who digs music and/or plays music has had some sorta connection with Drake at some point. For me it is this record, along with his other stark compositions/modal downers found in early live boots/lost tapes, that I really get off on. I first heard it in England in a council house squat, a bit off the beaten path of Ladbroke Grove, on a tape. I would walk down Westborne Grove to the tube or bus, sometimes ride a bike, and I couldn’t get the songs out of my head … for years. That’s how I mostly think of Drake, quintessential pre-gentrified west London and my early love, art-blues. The guitar playing and vibe is extraordinary, the perfect conduit to get down in mines of much more esoteric UK folk rock, from the great Village Thing LPs across to the more Sharrock-styled Paul Kossoff explosions of the live John Martyn “Big Muff” years. It all gets in there somehow.
IV. None of You Stand So Tall

In 2007, it is difficult to imagine a scenario in which *Pink Moon* would be released by a corporate record label. Nick Drake’s first two records floundered, both critically and commercially, and Drake (who had by now regressed to a pre-verbal state, barely able to squeeze out bits of casual conversation) was incapable of playing in front of a live audience, granting a press interview, or promoting his work in any beneficial way. Drake was twenty-four years old, boasted no discernable fan base, and lived with his mother and father in the English countryside. He was estranged from his peers, heavily medicated, and obstinate. That Island accepted and released *Pink Moon*—untouched—is one of pop music’s most bewildering surprises.

*Pink Moon* opens with a prickly brush of guitar that gives way to a sweet, obliging melody. For the album’s opening title track, Drake tunes his guitar low—too low—and his voice labors to catch up, ultimately failing to hit the deepest notes of the chorus: with each half-growled “pink,” Drake’s pipes grow more garbled, ultimately rendering the final “moon” almost inaudible. All over the song, Drake’s pronunciation is distorted and imprecise, and if he was having trouble speaking during the sessions, it’s cringingly obvious here: Drake tries his best to choke out the record’s opening couplet (ostensibly, the lyric is “I saw it written / And I saw it say,” although it ends up sounding an awful lot like “Zoy written on a zoysay”), but he can’t seem to get his mouth to squeeze
out the proper syllables in the proper order. The line is mumbled, incomplete, slurred.

Drake’s wobbly vocals are offset by the song’s twinkling piano melody, the album’s lone overdub and arguably one of Drake’s finest bits of songwriting. Piano notes pop and glow like stars, specks of bright white light, fleeting and giddy.

Starting with the album’s opening cut, it is perilously easy to read suicidal intentions into practically every verse on *Pink Moon*. But no matter how hard you try to disregard the literal implications of Drake’s lyrics, it’s hard to completely ignore the despair behind “Place to Be.” The song contains some of the album’s most explicitly hopeless sentiments, and Drake sounds resigned to a certain fate: “And now I’m older, see it face to face,” he coos. “And now I’m older, gotta get up, clean the place. … Now I’m darker than the deepest sea, just hand me down, give me a place to be,” Drake pleads.

Aside from the title track, each song on *Pink Moon* contains only vocals and guitar, meaning attention is focused on Drake’s voice, lyrics, and unusual guitar style. “Road” features Drake’s most agile fingerpicking; ironically, it’s followed by “Which Will,” which harbors maybe the only technical mistake on any of Drake’s three proper LPs—a tiny finger slip a few seconds from the end. Lyrically, both “Road” and “Which Will” are melancholy without being explicitly miserable, a narrative trick Drake mastered early in his career. “Which Will” seems cheery enough (“Which will you go for / Which will you love / Which will you choose from / From the stars above”), until the verse’s closing sentiments clobber the listener, self-skewering and hard: it feels a little bit like riding
a bicycle, colored streamers billowing behind you, twisting your head to admire a few flower beds before smacking fast into a concrete wall. “Which will you choose now, if you won’t choose mine?” Drake mews, defeated, hopeless. “Which will you hope for, which can it be? Which will you take now? If you won’t take me?”

Likewise, in “Road,” Drake employs day and night as binary oppositions, inherently contradictory: dark vs. light, happy vs. sad, healthy vs. sick. “You can say the sun is shining if you really want to,” Drake challenges, voice steady and clear. “I can see the moon and it seems so clear,” he shrugs.

Clocking in at eighty-three seconds, “Horn” is the shortest track on *Pink Moon* and the lone instrumental; nauseatingly spare, it is also one of the records’ most emotional. The melody is played only on the second and third strings, with the bass thumped out on the fourth string, in C Major—the song feels funereal, symbolic, angry, with each note striking quick and hard. “Horn” is followed by “Things Behind the Sun,” the record’s longest and most lyrically complex track—plenty have speculated that the song is about drug use, although considering all of its allusions to the ground (“Look around, you find the ground / Is not so far from where you are … say a prayer for people there”), it seems more likely that “Things Behind the Sun” is actually very much about death. Drake’s guitar is tuned to a standard tuning, and his playing is anxious and quick.

The two-and-a-half-minute “Know” is as stark as “Horn,” and almost as angry. Played on the fifth and sixth strings at the twelfth fret, “Know” features four lines of lyrics, totaling eighteen words (“Know that I love you / Know I don’t care /
Know that I see you / Know I’m not there”) and loads of moaning disguised as hum. The song is frequently compared to the Doors’ boisterous “Roadhouse Blues” (from 1970’s *Morrison Hotel*), and while the melodies are vaguely similar, it’s hard to equate Drake’s flat, desperate vocals to Morrison’s overly sexualized yowls: both singers may have sputtered out young (both died of questionable causes), but when Morrison bellows about having a real good time, it’s hard not to believe him.

Plenty have retroactively questioned the nature of Drake’s sexuality (by all accounts, he was more asexual than anything), but Drake was seeing a woman named Sophia Ryde for several years—as Dann explains, she preferred the term “best (girl)friend” to “girlfriend” proper. Ryde eventually ended the relationship, telling Dann “I couldn’t cope with [Drake’s depression]. I asked him for some time. I never saw him again.” The afternoon of his death, Drake perched at his desk and composed a letter to Sophia, which he folded and placed in a sealed envelope by his bed. “Free Ride” is widely considered to be about Ryde (check the clever play on her surname!) and Drake’s dissatisfaction with the way their relationship ended. Like many cuts on *Pink Moon*, “Free Ride” is anxious and sharp, with Drake opining “I know / What you do / When you’re through.”

“Parasite” was most likely composed in the late 1960s, when Drake was living in the Belsize Park flat Joe Boyd paid and arranged for. The song is riddled with images of urban disillusionment—the song’s narrator appears dissatisfied with city life and the ways he functions within it; Drake mews about “sailing downstairs to the Northern Line” (a reference to the Chalk Farm tube station, not far from his apartment)
and declares, “I am the parasite of this town.” Unsurprisingly, by the time the song was recorded, Drake had already ditched London for the considerably quieter climes of Tanworth-in-Arden. Interestingly, Cally claims that “Parasite” is, to date, probably Nick Drake’s most misunderstood song: “If one takes into account Nick’s deep understanding and studies of English Literature, when looked at in the third person, Nick seemed to be commenting about parasites, not [on] him feeling like a parasite,” Cally insists.

“Harvest Breed” and “From the Morning” close out Pink Moon; both tracks are less famed for their instrumentation than their lyrics, which are frequently quoted in discussions of Drake’s death (“Harvest Breed” gives us “Falling fast and falling free / This could just be the end,” while “From the Morning” features “And now we rise / And we are everywhere”—the couplet carved into Drake’s tombstone).

Although Drake’s first two LPs were bolstered by elaborate arrangements and guest players, they were still relatively spare affairs, complete with despondent lyrics and strange acoustic flourishes. For Pink Moon, Drake famously ditched the extra players, but the most striking difference between Drake’s earlier work and his final LP is the unmistakable shift in vocal style: the transformation in Drake’s timbre and pronunciation is astounding, far more chilling than his retroactively foreboding lyrics. On “River Man,” arguably one of Five Leaves Left’s darkest tracks, Drake’s voice sounds self-assured and animated, turning up at the ends, theatrical and strong. Drake was never known for vocal somersaults or elaborate melisma, but by the Pink Moon sessions, he was barely coughing out his own words. Mostly, Drake sounds resigned.
There are three tracks on *Pink Moon* that were written at least three years earlier, in 1969: “Place to Be” and “Parasite” can both be heard on Drake’s practice tapes from 1969, and Drake performed “Things Behind the Sun” at Queen Elizabeth Hall that same year, although the track was probably composed in 1968, if not earlier (Boyd tried to convince Drake to include the song on both *Five Leaves Left* and *Bryter Layter*, but Drake ultimately deferred to his instrumentals). But regardless of when each individual track was composed, there is a uniformity of sound and sentiment to *Pink Moon* that’s striking: the album plays like a coherent, cohesive whole.

Shortly after Drake deposited the master tapes at Island, photographer Keith Morris, who snapped Drake for the front of *Bryter Layter*, was booked to shoot the cover of *Pink Moon*. According to Dann, the session began in an alley between numbers 94 and 96 South Hill Park in Hampstead; eventually, Morris shifted Drake to a park bench a few yards away, overlooking Hampstead Ponds. Drake was wearing an overcoat and a heather-gray turtleneck sweater; his light brown hair fell in greasy waves, grazing his shoulders. His lips were pursed, shut. As Dann writes, “His hunched figure and blank expression told their own story.” Morris was concerned by the depth of Drake’s withdrawal, telling Humphries, “He wouldn’t even look at me, let alone do anything. It was just ‘stand there, stand there, look over there.’ He was just standing around, looking … uncomfortably Nick. Certain sessions you remember for their color. I remember that one because I don’t remember a single color. Everything about it was gray. I don’t remember green, I remember gray.”
Island’s press department never specified why they declined to use Morris’s pictures for the cover of *Pink Moon*, but it seems fair to presume that Drake’s hastily deteriorating appearance—Drake’s pals would later elaborate on his now-unwashed hair, pallid complexion, and general unkempt-ness—was no longer considered much of a selling point. Annie Sullivan, who oversaw the shoot for Island, recalls the difficulty of establishing a proper cover for the LP, telling Humphries: “I remember going to talk to him, and he just sat there, hunched up, and even though he didn’t speak, I knew the album was called *Pink Moon*, and I can’t remember how he conveyed it, whether he wrote it down … he wanted a pink moon. He couldn’t tell me what he wanted, but I had *Pink Moon* to go on.”

Accordingly, Island swathed the record in a bit of bizarre, surrealist art, painted by Michael Trevithick, who, incidentally, was also a friend of Gabrielle Drake’s: the piece is centered around a big orange-pink sphere, half-shrouded in shadows, with a small slice removed to reveal what looks like a core of Swiss cheese. The sphere has three tiny holes in the bottom left quadrant, arranged in a triangle, like finger slots on a bowling ball. Up front, a white painted teacup floats alongside a green leaf. A sad clown face, shaped a little bit like a molar, mopes, its blue mouth flat, green eyes heavy, dragging down. A small blue square with a spaceship, an American flag, and three words (the only one easy to make out is “Apollo”) hangs in the center, like a tiny postage stamp. The sphere is anchored to a nearby stream by a thick rope; it also appears to be balancing on a woman’s blue pump. Flames are rushing from the sphere’s left side. A seashell sits on a cube. Mountains loom in the background. The landscape is hideous and unfamiliar.
“I’d seen [Trevithick’s] work and liked it,” Sullivan told Humphries. “[His portfolio] was very different, very strange. I’m pretty certain he hadn’t done any album sleeves before. I just had a feeling that he might come up with something, and he came up with the artwork. … I don’t remember [Drake] talking about “Pink Moon,” the song or the sleeve. I know he liked it. I don’t remember him talking about anything.”

Island was obviously trying their best to discover a viable way to market Nick Drake, struggling to cast his reclusive tendencies as mysterious rather than frightening, intriguing rather than dysfunctional. It makes sense, then, that the label’s PR department wrapped his record in a piece of unrelated, Dali-esque artwork, included no artist photographs or biographical information, and launched a peculiar press campaign, blowing the album’s entire promotional budget on a full-page advertisement which ran in all major music magazines the month of the record’s release. The ad was a letter from David Sandison, cleverly recounting the story of the album’s creation: “The last time I saw Nick was a week or so ago. He came in, smiling that weird smile of his and handed over his new album. [“The myth that the tapes were ‘left at reception at Island records’ is cute but untrue,” Cally adds. “That is, it was suggested that Nick scurried off like a schoolboy delivering late homework. By that time he had no particular personal contact with anyone at Island as the staff had dramatically changed since Bryter Layter and Joe was in California,” Cally rebuffs.] He’d just gone into the studios and recorded it without telling a soul except the engineer. And we haven’t seen him since.”
The letter was capped by a pair of concluding paragraphs: “The point of the story is this: why (when there are people prepared to do almost anything for a recording contract or a Queen Elizabeth Hall date) are we releasing this new Nick Drake album, and (if he wants to make one)—the next? Because, quite simply, we believe that Nick Drake is a great talent. His first two albums haven’t sold a shit. But, if we carry on releasing them, then maybe one day someone authoritative will stop, listen properly and agree with us. Then maybe a lot more people will get to hear Nick Drake’s incredible songs and guitar playing. And maybe they’ll buy a lot of his albums, and fulfill our faith in Nick’s promise. Then. Then we’ll have done our job.”

Sandison later told Humphries that he considered the letter a semidesperate stab at preserving Drake’s already tenuous relationship with Island, and, in part, with the world at large: “I don’t know what else I could have done. It was a statement of faith as much as anything. We’ll stay here as long as he wants to make records. Whether long-term and realistically it would have been like that, I don’t know. Probably not.”

When I ask Robert Kirby his opinion of *Pink Moon*, he admits that his perception of the album has changed over time. “I know that in the past I have I sometimes said *Pink Moon* is my favorite [Nick Drake album],” Kirby confesses. “That it is the most commercially successful is beyond doubt. [But] recently, I have found myself starting to suspect that [*Pink Moon*] is just a demo of a series of unfinished masterpieces, absolutely perfect in this raw state, but unfinished—each of the songs on it contains a wealth of material that earlier he would have spent time developing. I do not mean by adding other instruments, but just [by] himself. I think he felt
that he could trust nobody to help him, or just couldn’t be arsed and wanted rid of the weight of all those potential masterpieces,” Kirby declares. “I sometimes feel guilty listening to it. I feel sad for him because he is just too exposed. It’s almost like attending a public execution.”

When I email Joe Boyd to pose the same question, he admits that he was most worried about the record’s marketability, writing, “I was saddened that he had recorded something so uncommercial.” Although Drake had never enjoyed much success in the marketplace, his chances at a mainstream breakthrough seemed especially sour.

Island Records released *Pink Moon* on February 25, 1972. Paul Simon’s eponymous debut, Jethro Tull’s *Thick as a Brick*, Neil Young’s *Harvest*, Ry Cooder’s *Into the Purple Valley*, and the UK debuts of John Prine and Judee Sill were all loaded onto record store shelves the same week. The day of *Pink Moon*’s release, the number-one album on the UK charts was Cat Stevens’ *Teaser and the Firecat*, that month, Marc Bolan, Joe Cocker, and Humble Pie all appeared on the cover of the *NME*.

In 1972, rock and folk music were omnipresent: According to the annual *NME* year-end readers’ poll, the most popular record of 1972 was Rod Stewart’s *Never a Dull Moment*. Before the close of the year, the Eagles, Tom Waits, and Loudon Wainwright III would ready or release debut albums, Bruce Springsteen and Aerosmith would both sign to Columbia Records, and David Bowie would slather his face with makeup and transform into Ziggy Stardust. In New York, Elvis Presley followed up four consecutive soldout
shows at Madison Square Garden by releasing “Burning Love,” his last top-ten single; Frank Zappa’s concert at London’s Royal Albert Hall was cancelled because of Zappa’s generally obscene lyrics; Led Zeppelin’s debut concert in Singapore was nixed after government officials refused to allow them to totter off their airplane because of their long, stringy hair. Paul McCartney, now split from the Beatles, made his live debut as frontman of Wings.

Politically, the winter of 1972 was turbulent. On the same day Pink Moon was packed and shipped, the National Union of Mineworkers ended a devastating seven-week strike for increased wages which, according to the BBC, had “crippled the country’s power supplies, seen 1.2 million workers laid off as a result of the imposition of a three-day [work] week and [forced Prime Minister Edward Heath to declare] a state of emergency.” That January, the infamous Bloody Sunday massacre (one of several Bloody Sundays in Irish history) saw twenty-six civil rights protesters shot to death by the First Battalion of the British Parachute Regiment, in Derry, Northern Ireland; in response, the British embassy in Dublin was torched to the ground, and tensions between England and Ireland were—at best—exacerbated. In early February, a car bomb planted by the Irish Republican Army detonated outside of the mess hall of the Aldershot British Army base in Surrey, killing five kitchen workers and injuring nineteen others.

It was a complicated landscape in which to launch a tiny, desperate folk record. Pop music was brash, sexual, and big; meanwhile confessional singer-songwriters were growing more and more ubiquitous, with Leonard Cohen, James Taylor, Carole King, and Joni Mitchell amassing considerable
audiences by emoting over sweet acoustic guitar, thus saturating the market with precious folk songs. The first review of Pink Moon, again written by Jerry Gilbert, was unimpressed. Writing in Sounds, Gilbert declared Pink Moon’s eleven tracks “not sufficiently strong to stand up without any embroidery at all.” In May, another review appeared in Melody Maker, written by critic Mark Plummer. Plummer was cautiously appreciative of the music, but distracted by Drake’s growing ascetic mythology: “His music is so personal and shyly presented both lyrically and in his confined guitar and piano playing that it neither does nor doesn’t come over … it could be that Nick Drake does not exist at all.” Pink Moon sold a middling number of copies, attracting little external interest. It was Drake’s third significant commercial failure.

For Drake, the period between Pink Moon’s anticlimactic release and his death was appropriately grim. His illness progressed, undeterred, chipping away at his capacity for even the most basic pleasures, leaving him restless and agitated. In 1974, Joe Boyd, temporarily back in the UK, agreed to meet up with Drake. Boyd later described their brief interaction as grisly, telling the BBC: “His hair was dirty and he was unshaved and his fingernails were dirty and he was wearing a shabby coat. … He sat down and he immediately launched into this kind of tirade about his career, about money, and basically it was accusatory. And he said, ‘You told me I’m great, but nobody knows me. Nobody buys my records. I’m still living on handouts from the publishing company. I don’t understand. What’s wrong? Whose fault is this?’ And he was angry. And I tried to explain that there are
no guarantees, that you can make a great record and sometimes it just doesn’t sell.”

Drake slunk back into the studio one more time before his death in November, booking Sound Techniques (reports differ on whether it was in February or July of 1974) to lay down vocals and guitar for five new songs: “Rider on the Wheel,” “Hanging on a Star,” “Voice from the Mountain,” “Tow the Line,” and the chilling “Black-Eyed Dog,” four of which (all except “Tow the Line,” which was lost at the end of a tape until John Wood rediscovered it in 2004) would eventually appear on Time of No Reply, a compilation of outtakes and alternate versions that first appeared in 1979 as the fourth disc of the Fruit Tree box set, and again, in 1986, as its own release (“Tow the Line” ultimately debuted on 2004’s Made to Love Magic). Soft and spare, all five tracks—which feature Drake on vocals and guitar—would have fit comfortably on Pink Moon. Joe Boyd returned to England to produce the session, telling Humphries, “It was chilling. It was really scary. He was so … he was in such bad shape he couldn’t sing and play guitar at the same time. We put down the guitar parts and overdubbed the voice. It was all one day. We started in the afternoon and finished about midnight.” Boyd later confirms, in an email, that Drake was struggling during the session. “He was in very bad shape, emotionally [and] psychologically.”

It is most heartbreaking to hear Drake half-sing the bleak “Black-Eyed Dog”—Drake’s voice sounds tired, tenuous, dead. “I’m growing old, and I wanna go home,” he mews, pipes stretched and flat. His guitar pings, claustrophobic and nervous. It is an extraordinarily difficult song to absorb, alternately anxious and lifeless, agitated and empty.
Traditionally, the image of a black dog was used as a euphemism for the Devil—see the Barghest lore of northern England, wherein a ferocious black dog with sharp, gnawing teeth and claws terrorizes innocent civilians—and it pops up periodically in old Delta blues songs, as a general metaphor for sin and transgression. Curiously, “black dog” also evolved into a British slang term for depression, purportedly starting with Winston Churchill, and at least one intensive depression treatment center—the Black Dog Institute in Randwick, Australia—has co-opted the phrase for its own use. When Drake sings, “A black-eyed dog he called at my door/The black-eyed dog he called for more/A black-eyed dog he knew my name/A black-eyed dog he knew my name,” it feels as if he’s acknowledging and lamenting his losses. Drake clearly understood the severity and inevitability of his illness, the ways in which he was trapped and tethered by his own neurochemistry.

Even though it’s reductive—facile, even—to file Pink Moon away under the umbrella of depression-fed art, the record still plays (in terms of both its prose and its instrumentation) like the product of an extraordinarily uneasy mind. Although it’s impossible to definitively parse or explicate the meager lyrics of the record’s tide track, fans and critics have long presumed that the “pink” moon Drake’s cooing about is the result of fallout from a nuclear holocaust; others think it might reference an old fisherman’s tale, wherein pink haze around a white moon signals impending disaster, or alludes to ancient Chinese folklore, which posits, again, that a pink moon is ominous, portentous. But no matter how you spin its origins, the record’s title is almost certainly foreboding.
John Wood used a four-microphone setup for Drake’s acoustic guitar on *Pink Moon*, with an ambient mic stuck on the other end of the room; the record’s guitar sound—both full and spare, rich and uncluttered—is one of the most unusual and hypnotic in pop history, and even now, no one is exactly sure how to recreate it with any accuracy, although, as Wood can attest, plenty have tried.

From the start, Joe Boyd was mesmerized by Drake’s atypical approach to both guitar playing and singing. “I was struck immediately by his unique style,” Boyd admits in another email. “[Which was] a refreshing change from the tedious singer-songwriters I often heard. He was unlike other artists I was working with.” British singer/songwriter Clive Gregson also recounts his fascination with Drake’s playing, telling Humphries: “I cannot figure out the guitar tunings, I don’t know what the guitar’s tuned to ninety-nine percent of the time; the chords, the fingerings, the way his voice sounds that good, it’s so dry. It’s a complete mystery. But at the end of the day, it’s just a bloke playing the guitar and singing. But it doesn’t sound like anything else I’ve ever heard.”

Drake’s open tunings have become somewhat legendary since his death, and the difficulty of accurately re-creating his guitar work is a big part of why his songs are so infrequently busted out at open mic nights, or slotted behind earnest renditions of Dave Matthews’ “Crash.” In a standard tuning (a six-string guitar is typically tuned to EADGBE), when a guitarist strums a chord, the pressure of his or her fingers on the fret board suppresses the vibration of the string. Open tuning allows a musician to play a chord without fretting, or pressing down on any of the strings on the neck of the instrument, and the result is a richer, more sustained sound.
On *Pink Moon*, Drake’s tunings (he played a small-bodied Guild M-20, exclusively, while recording) vary widely, from the title track’s DADGDF, to DGDDAD (“Road”), to BF#BEBD (“Which Will”), to CGCFCE (“Ride”), and on and on. Now, dedicated transcriptionists have filled whole websites with semi-cracked Drake tunings, although before the Internet closed the gap between fans, deciphering Drake’s precise settings seemed like an insurmountable undertaking. As Gregson tells Humphries: “It’s incredible technique … he’s finger-picking in really odd rhythms. And in some ways it sounds simpler than it really is. I can sit down and pick out certain things, but it never sounds right. … With Nick, there’s a lot I don’t understand.”

Robert Kirby agrees, explaining to Humphries: “I’ve never heard anything like it before or since, in terms of virtuosity. Maybe some people play faster, maybe some people play more complicated pieces, but he never gave a bad performance. … I know for a fact that he practiced a phenomenal amount. When he was at home alone, he practiced and practiced and practiced. He had to, just to maintain that technique.” In *Frets* magazine, musician Scott Appel (who released a record—*Nine of Swords*—based on a tape of half-finished Drake compositions, handed over to him by Rodney and Molly Drake) concurs, writing: “Drake’s right hand technique was considerable … he fingerpicked with a combination of flesh and nail, and used only his nails for strumming … he played unusual and irregular patterns with his thumb, contrary to the clearly defined bass rhythms played by [the] thumb in most fingerpicking patterns.”

For contemporary listeners, Drake’s legend often eclipses his virtuosity, which is hard to appreciate out of context.
“Everybody has discussed his special tunings over and over again, but it is easy to forget that he was way ahead of the game here, by several years,” Kirby explains. “Also in his strength and precision in his finger work, on both hands. What always intrigues me is the way in which he can have several melodies counterpointing simultaneously; at the same time, you can hear the implicit complex rhythms. What also makes the guitar stand out is where he adds the vocal lines, often not at the start of a bar—in fact, smoothing over the gaps. He would spend days developing a particular phrase or chord sequence. He was always writing. He would also play the blues—but as a study exercise, getting ever more complex,” Kirby continues. “You do not get that good without endless practice,” Kirby concludes.

There was never a formal obituary printed in the music press, but two magazine articles appeared about Drake in 1975: Nick Kent’s “Requiem for a Solitary Man,” which questioned the validity of Drake’s suicide, appeared in the February 8, 1975, issue of the NME, and a memoir of Drake’s life and career, written by David Sandison and titled “The Final Retreat,” was published in the January/February issue of ZigZag. After Drake’s death, Island temporarily gave up on marketing his music, and the four tracks Drake recorded in 1974 were reportedly destroyed. After Nick Kent’s article appeared in the NME, Island press rep Richard Williams wrote the magazine to announce that “Nick himself expressed dissatisfaction with the four songs he recorded late last year, [and] consequently John Wood has destroyed the 16-track master tapes without full approval.” The label declared that it had “no intention of repackaging Nick’s recordings, either now or at any time in the foreseeable future. His three albums have never been deleted and they will remain available for
those who wish to discover and enjoy them.” Not too many folks took Williams up on his offer, and for the next four years, Nick Drake remained mostly forgotten.

Rob Partridge was a well-respected music journalist—covering rock, reggae, and folk music for *Melody Maker* and the trade paper *Music Week*—before he took a gig as Island Records’ press officer in the late 1970s. Partridge, who first saw Drake perform in 1969, figured it might be time for Island to produce a compilation of Drake’s recordings. As Partridge told Humphries, “The first thing I did when I got to Island as a press officer was suggest that perhaps we could put together a retrospective on Nick Drake—the studio albums plus whatever else was there—that eventually became *Fruit Tree*.”

Although it’s a painfully ubiquitous marketing strategy now, in the late 1970s, box sets were hardly common endeavors for record labels, and, when produced, were especially less likely to showcase an artist with only three albums and a negligible fan base. Still, per Partridge’s interest, in 1978 Island issued a press release announcing *Nick Drake: The Complete Collected Works*, a three-album box set with a release date of November 10th. The collection was comprised of Drake’s three studio albums, plus the four tracks he recorded shortly before his death (they were slapped onto the end of *Pink Moon*); it also included an eight-page booklet, with liner notes written by Nick Kent, “lyrics plus photographs and illustrations,” and “three pencil drawings of Nick Drake.”

Kent’s 8,000-word liner notes—which echoed many of the sentiments in his 1975 *NME* article and questioned whether or
not Drake’s death was actually a suicide—were eventually scrapped. As Partridge told Humphries, “It was an extraordinary piece of journalism … but was felt to be inappropriate for a box set which celebrated the life and work of Nick Drake. I think we felt it would have been distressing to the family.” Instead, Island commissioned an American writer, Arthur Lubow—who later wrote a celebrated biography of the author/journalist Richard Harding Davis—to research and write an essay on Drake’s life and work. The collection was retitled *Fruit Tree*, and released to the public on March 9, 1979. It retailed for £9.50, a significant amount of cash, and, per Drake’s history, sold poorly.

Still, in the two decades following the release of *Fruit Tree*, a handful of famous fans and freshly obsessed followers managed to keep Drake’s music in print. In 1985, Dream Academy, a British pop trio, dedicated their biggest single, “Life in a Northern Town,” to the memory of Nick Drake; the dedication, which was frequently read on the radio before DJs spun the single, raised interest, and in April 1985, front-man Nick Laird-Clowes told *Melody Maker*. “I just felt the song has a strong connection with Nick Drake in a way I can’t even explain. I held him in such high esteem—and still do.”

Driven by newfound public interest, Island promptly started plotting a single-disc Drake compilation, *Heaven in a Wildflower* (the LP’s cringingly precious title was plucked from William Blake’s 1802 poem “Auguries of Innocence,” supposedly chosen because of Drake’s affinity for Blake’s writing). Compiled by Trevor Dann, the album marked a sea change for Drake’s reputation in the music press: the month of its release, the *NME* declared Drake “a genius.”
In 1986, Joe Boyd reissued the *Fruit Tree* box set on his Hannibal Records label, now including a fourth disc, titled *Time of No Reply* (which was released on its own the following year). *Time of No Reply* consisted of fourteen tracks, culled from Island’s master tapes: five tracks from the *Five Leaves Left* sessions, two alternate takes, three home recordings, a cover of Robin Frederick’s “Been Smoking Too Long,” and a new, previously unreleased cut, “Strange Meeting II.” In 1994, the bootleg of Drake’s home recordings began circulating, and when Boyd was asked by a reader of *Mojo* magazine if the Tanworth demos meant there was potential for future posthumous releases, he was resolute: “Everything releasable has been released,” Boyd declared. “The family is very upset about the bootleg. It’s important to everybody involved that what comes out under Nick’s name is up to the same standard as the released material.”

Still, in 1994, Boyd, who had previously expressed distaste for the sound quality on *Heaven in a Wildflower*’s vinyl pressing, compiled *Way to Blue: An Introduction to Nick Drake*, which included ten remastered tracks from *Heaven in a Wildflower* and *Time of No Reply*, as well as popular cuts from Drake’s three proper LPs. Drake’s posthumous canonization continued: the record sold over 35,000 copies in the UK, was a runner-up for *Rolling Stone*’s “Best Reissue” award (landing behind Marvin Gaye), and earned a gushing review from critic Iestyn George in the *NME*. “If Nick Drake means nothing to you,” George wrote, “go buy this album. It could be the best musical discovery you make this year.” In the years following, a significant handful of magazine features (including a 1997 cover story in *Mojo*) appeared, and more and more musicians began yapping about the influence
Nick Drake had on their sound—perhaps most famously, R.E.M.’s Peter Buck repeatedly went on record citing Drake as a primary influence (the band even hired Joe Boyd to produce their 1985 LP, *Fables of the Reconstruction*).

In 2004, Boyd and Island produced another compilation, *Made to Love Magic*, which included outtakes, remixed tracks, a solo acoustic version of “River Man,” and “Tow the Line,” the previously unreleased track from Drake’s final session at Sound Techniques. Three years later, in July 2007, Tsunami Records released *Family Tree*: compiled by Gabrielle and produced by Drake’s estate manager, Cally, the twenty-eight-track disc consists of Drake’s earliest home recordings, all rendered before he stepped into the studio in 1969 to make *Five Leaves Left*.

Before their deaths, Rodney and Molly Drake spoke extensively about the clusters of disciples who made the pilgrimage to Far Leys in the years following Drake’s death, desperate to get closer to Drake, trotting away with precious bits of memorabilia doled out lovingly. According to the press release, Rodney and Molly Drake would also play early home recordings for fans that trekked to their estate, and lucky pilgrims would hurry off with their own cassette renderings of the tracks. “Third and fourth generation versions of these tapes circulated amongst collectors on rare bootlegs for decades,” the *Family Tree* press release explains. “The overwhelming fan demand for unreleased material or stronger versions of these poor-quality bootlegged songs has thrown up a challenge to the estate to release something worthy of his legacy.”
The bulk of the material on *Family Tree*—lo-fi home recordings produced on a reel-to-reel at Far Leys, plus eight tracks recorded on cassette while Drake was studying in Aix, a duet with Gabrielle, two songs written and performed by Molly, and a mess of covers, from Jackson C. Frank to Burt Jansch to Bob Dylan—had already circulated widely. Gabrielle Drake selected the tracks for inclusion, working, again, with John Wood, who mixed the songs. The record’s liner notes include a letter from Gabrielle, addressed to Nick. She is uncertain, apologetic about its release: “Up till now, every decision I have taken—I have been allowed to take—on your behalf about your music has been guided by what I believe might have met with your approval,” Gabrielle writes. “I’m sure I’ve made glaring errors, you were too much your own person, too entire in your enigma for me to have predicted your wishes fully. Still, I’ve done my best to put my self inadequately in your shoes and decide for you, in your utter absence. Of course, there have been times when decisions have been out of my hands, and I have stood by helpless whilst others mauled away at your memory and your work because it is in ‘the public domain.’ That, my darling Nick, is the price of fame I’m afraid. And even your obstinate integrity could not have prevented it. But now, I am endorsing the publication of an album that I am not at all sure you would have sanctioned.”

Perhaps unsurprisingly, plans are already in place to re-reissue the original *Fruit Tree* box set, now including a new book and a DVD of the 2000 documentary, *A Skin Too Few: The Days of Nick Drake*. Each of Drake’s three records has been reissued and re-released multiple times by both Island and Hannibal. In 2004, a BBC documentary, *Lost Boy:
In Search of Nick Drake began airing, bolstered by narration from Hollywood’s own Brad Pitt, who declared himself a fervent fan. Pitt’s stiff official statement read: “I was introduced to Nick Drake’s music about five years ago, and am a huge admirer of his records. When Radio 2 approached me to get involved in this project, I was delighted to be asked and pleased that I was able to fit it into my schedule.”

Matt Hutchinson, who operates the fansite NickDrake.com, understands the conflicts inherent to posthumous commercial success. “It’s a fine line to tread, as some people will want every single scrap of music Nick ever recorded, but the general fan will see any attempt to release everything as exploitative, so you can’t really win,” Hutchinson explains. As for whether or not Drake would approve of his earliest home recordings being made public, Hutchinson is cautiously optimistic: “It’s likely that he wouldn’t [have wanted to release the material on Family Tree] but, then again, if he’d lived until now and released another twenty albums, then a collection of recordings such as this would be an interesting side note rather than a substantial proportion of his recorded legacy and, as such, would have an easier time in fitting into the overall picture.”

“There are people who want to know more,” shrugs Nic Harcourt, host of Morning Becomes Eclectic, Santa Monica public radio station KCRW’s beloved new music show. “It’s hard to say what someone who has been dead for thirty-five years would think about [the release], but clearly his music has left an impression on a lot of people, and I don’t see anything wrong with it as long as it’s not done to exploit the legacy, and I didn’t get the feeling that that was what they were trying to do [with Family Tree],” Harcourt argues. “I
think they were saying ‘Well look, there isn’t anything else—this is about all we can show you.’”

Cally believes that *Family Tree* will, most likely, be Drake’s final posthumous release. “We were never going to release [the] pre-Island tapes until the Aix tapes [and tapes from Robert Kirby] surfaced,” Cally explains. “I think they justified a release as they were so good. So we look forward to new tapes surfacing—they do all the time—but they have to be significantly different to what we have [and] what we have decided never to release. To that end, it is reassuringly very unlikely [that there will be additional releases],” he continues. “By and large, Nick’s fans are beautiful people, deeply respectful. There are many non-fans who seem aghast at the fact that they cannot get hold of everything he ever did at the click of a mouse in the way that they can with, say, James Blunt, but that is intentional on our part. Of course there are people intent on making as much money out of Nick Drake as they may try to do with Kurt Cobain, Ian Curtis, Jeff Buckley, etc. It is a testament to Nick’s growing fame that he falls foul of the very Parasites he once wrote about himself! Certain areas of his affairs do need policing and protecting, as with any living artist. [The biggest challenge of managing Drake’s estate is] resisting all the many short-term earning opportunities that parade in front of Gabrielle and I dressed in the clothing of ‘benefits’ when they are potentially deeply damaging to Nick’s future and legacy. We spend a good deal of time ensuring that Nick remains un-commodified in the modern music-industry sense,” Cally finishes.

Despite righteous proclamations of purity from everyone involved with their production and dissemination, thirty-five
years after his death, Nick Drake records keep on appearing, and it seems increasingly unlikely that they’ll ever stop. Although each subsequent release rekindles interest in Drake’s music, something about the glut of posthumous material still feels vaguely despicable, especially considering Drake’s total inability to shift units during his lifetime. Did it take probable suicide to make Nick Drake compelling to a mass market? Are Drake’s songs ultimately peripheral to his mythology? Did Island fumble the marketing of his first three records so completely that Drake never got a fair shot at the marketplace? Did shifting cultural tastes somehow make Drake more palatable as years passed? Is there any pop renaissance more cruel and iniquitous than Nick Drake’s massive posthumous celebrity?

“I think the failure of his music to be successful in his lifetime was Nick’s tragedy and the source of his unhappiness,” Boyd replies, when asked about the (vicious) irony of Drake’s considerable posthumous success. Although it seems ludicrous to assume Drake chewed up all those pills because he was bummed he didn’t sell more records, it does seem likely that his commercial failures (which Drake may have translated as creative failures) goaded his depression. Which makes what happened to Pink Moon in the new millennium all the more dizzying.

I first heard Nick Drake while house-sitting for my friend Eric McCarthy. He was my boss at the record store and I loved house-sitting for him because I’d just pillage his great record collection. It’s where I first heard Big Star, the Godz, and Nick Drake.
The first Nick Drake album I heard was *Five Leaves Left*, but when I heard *Pink Moon* around 1996 or so, I was knocked out, mostly by the vocals. There is an intimacy and sincerity to that record that cannot be denied. The only other folk artist of the era who comes close is Jackson C. Frank. But Nick Drake at his creepiest and most maudlin makes Tim Hardin sound like David Lee Roth.

I was bummed out when I heard the title track in a commercial, but I guess that’s the way the winds are blowing these days. I’d meet people at parties and shit who loved *Pink Moon* once it became hip to like it, and I would always insist to these people that I didn’t like the album, mostly because I’m a hopeless contrarian and I didn’t want to have anything in common with these latte-sucking dilettantes. But it was always hard for me to think of any good reason to dislike it. I mean, how can you? You got icewater in your veins?

James Jackson Toth
Wooden Wand

I heard *Pink Moon* from the car ad. I thought it was pretty but I’d never heard of Nick Drake before then, not that I could remember. Soon I began to see pictures and magazine articles about him. I was busy listening to Al Stewart, Shawn Phillips, Emmylou Harris, and Harry Chapin in the 70s. I loved to see singer-songwriters back then. I was so impressionable and after my first concert, a David Bowie show in ’74, I was ready for anything. It’s just weird that I never heard of the guy [before] I did.

The lyrics to “Pink Moon” are real nice, too. I’ve liked songs about moons since my mom sang “Oh Mr. Moon, bright and
shiny moon … “from “Ragtime Cowboy Joe” to me when I was a kid. Dark Side of the Moon, “Banana Moon,” “Moon River” … Meat Puppets even have at least a song or two with moon in the title. With the exception of Muhammad Ali and the Beatles, the 60s would have been a snooze without the MOONSHOT. Real or not, the Apollo 11 mission totally blew my little mind and it was while gazing up at the moon from my backyard that night in ’69, imagining those guys walking around on it, that I realized I was going to be an astronaut.

Curt Kirkwood
The Meat Puppets

I remember him in 1971, 1972, when I was first beginning to get into my own music, separate from my parents’ music. I used to write to Island Records—when I was a kid, back when it was on Baker Street and still owned by Chris Blackwell—and ask them to send me posters for my bedroom wall. I was twelve, thirteen. And they would send me all their posters, for Genesis, for bands I hadn’t even heard of. Nick Drake was a part of that. But I was more of a Cat Stevens fan, to be honest with you. But I was definitely aware of him back then. But it was years later, probably fifteen years ago, when I rediscovered him and explored all of his albums, including Pink Moon. My relationship with that record is more recent, but it was definitely before the Volkswagen commercial.

My first reaction [to the commercial] was that even though they’ll probably never admit it, they heard [“Pink Moon”] on Morning Becomes Eclectic. That was my first reaction. I couldn’t figure out where anybody else would have heard it otherwise. The station in general, and that program in

84
particular, is a big source of ideas for that community, for people in advertising. My second thought was, “How great, how great that this song now gets to be heard by millions of people who wouldn’t have heard it otherwise.” I think it had something to do with expanding the revival—it was already underway, but in the [United] States in particular, it took it to another level.

Nic Harcourt
Host, *Morning Becomes Eclectic*, KCRW (Santa Monica, CA)
V. Pink Moon Gonna Get You All

On Monday, November 15, 2000, Volkswagen of America posted a sixty-second television commercial—the latest advertisement for the company’s new Cabrio convertible—on its website. That same day, an email blast was dispatched to over 250,000 consumers (VW leasers, subscribers to VW’s e-newsletter, and people who had previously requested information from VWcom, specifically); meanwhile, USA Today ran a full-page announcement directing readers to Volkswagen’s website and, subsequently, the ad. Since watching a video on the web was still a relatively foreign endeavor for most casual computers, the email also contained Apple’s QuickTime video player software, which allowed users who had never watched videos on the Internet to successfully stream the spot. This was the first time Volkswagen had ever launched an advertising campaign online.

The commercial, entitled “Milky Way,” is quiet, muted, soft. The spot opens with a brief aerial shot of a river before the camera, coasting high and even, swings up, shooting toward an empty bridge. A white Cabrio convertible, roof down, whizzes from right to left, rolling hard over dark water. It’s night, and the screen fades to face: a young, scruffy-looking kid in a roll-neck sweater, his hand wrapped loosely around the steering wheel. In the back seat, a sweet-faced blonde and a boy in a hooded sweatshirt lean into each other; in the passenger seat, a pretty, almond-eyed girl stretches, body languid and lean, grabbing the puffs of milk weed somersaulting overhead. Images flash and recede to
black: Quick shots of the car, a snapshot of the full moon (as savored from inside the vehicle), teenaged faces swathed in soft, gauzy white light. Everyone’s hair is blowing around, all whimsy and shine. The camera spins.

The Cabrio inches up to a bash. The screen is crowded with classic house-party detritus: haphazardly strung Christmas lights, red plastic cups, someone’s sneaker, warm beer, cigarette butts, crushed aluminum cans. We hear whoops and hollers, lunging bodies crashing into each other, woos. The kids in the car shoot vaguely skeptical glances. No one speaks. The Cabrio’s reverse lights flash, and the car swings around another curve of empty road, the full moon hanging low in the sky, bright and bloated. The camera lingers on the blonde, her face half-obscured in darkness, before the screen fades to the blue and white Volkswagen logo, rendered over a backdrop of twinkling stars.

Aside from the whirr of wind over the car, the crinkling of gravel as the vehicle approaches the house, and, eventually, the dim clamor of the party, Nick Drake’s “Pink Moon” is the commercial’s lone aural accompaniment. Drake’s vocals seem to taunt, egging the teens toward some kind of cosmic fruition, as if his voice was pouring out from the face of the moon itself, disembodied and ethereal, tugging the Cabrio—and its inhabitants—toward a big, lunar epiphany.

Regardless of how one feels about Drake’s music or Volkswagen’s products, it’s hard not to acknowledge that “Milky Way” is impeccably soundtracked: there is a synergy to song and image that’s both literal and atmospheric. The commercial’s narrative arc is supported as much by Drake’s
lyrics as it is by the track’s tone and mood. “Pink Moon” is wistful and contemplative, working in direct opposition to the brashness of the party’s cacophony. The song—and the car—becomes an antidote, an alternative, a panacea. No matter how immune you may consider yourself to mass marketing, “Milky Way” is an undeniably seductive bit of filmmaking, powered by an undeniably seductive song.

In a press release circulated four days prior to the commercial’s online debut, Ron Lawner, Chief Communications Officer for Arnold Communications, the Boston-based creative agency behind “Milky Way,” wrote: “The song is very special. It’s an old song by a guy named Nick Drake. It’s called ‘Pink Moon’ and is actually a very good introduction to Nick Drake if you’re not familiar with him. It’s very transporting.” Liz Vanzura, then VW’s Director of Marketing and Advertising, called the song “Another great piece of music that captures the emotion of the spot perfectly. It’s one of those songs that can bring you into a very specific mood very quickly and keep you there for a long, long time.” It wasn’t the first time VW and Arnold had conspired to employ a lesser-known track to sell cars. By the end of the 1990s, Volkswagen, aided by Arnold, had developed a reputation for quirky, inventive advertising backed by unusual or long-forgotten music, having already highlighted songs from relatively obscure artists like Spiritualized, Luna, Stereolab, and Velocity Girl. After reviewing the treatment and story-boards, Gabrielle Drake, along with estate manager Cally, approved “Pink Moon” for commercial use.

In a curious display of foresight, a link from the Volkswagen site to Amazon.com allowed visitors to order Pink Moon
immediately after viewing the spot. A week later, on November 22, the commercial began airing on television. Curious viewers could type bits of information about “Milky Way” into online search engines and be directed to Volks-wagen’s website, where they could then order the record from Amazon.

Within days of the commercial’s debut, Amazon’s sales of *Pink Moon* rocketed. Nielsen SoundScan, which tracks record sales at most large North American retailers (many independent shops do not subscribe to the service, and several online retailers—including Amazon.com—are not included in the final tallies), saw *Pink Moon*’s sales figures double (and eventually nearly quadruple), in the weeks following the commercial’s airing. According to Nielsen, sales of Drake’s album increased nearly 500 percent during the first ten weeks of 2000, when Drake shifted more than 4,700 copies of *Pink Moon*, compared to 815 in the same period in 1999. With album sales further bolstered by the addition of tiny “AS FEATURED IN THE VW AD” stickers to the front of CDs, annual sales (as reported by *The New York Times* in 2001) jumped from about 6,000 copies a year to over 74,000.

As a narrative, “Milky Way” is very much about making a specific (and loaded) lifestyle choice: tumble out of the car, reciprocate high-fives, say “dude,” get drunk, maybe kiss someone stupid, maybe vomit on your new striped shirt. Or: stay strapped in the car with three good-looking pals, top curled down, all poetry and romance, whooshing through night, basking in moonglow, swatting at milk weed, listening to a gorgeous, thirty-year-old folk song. “Milky Way” allows its characters to pick fancy and freedom over conformity and noise—there might be a healthy bit of self-righteousness.
inherent to their choice, but the kids in the Cabrio also represent (a slightly idealized, infinitely better-looking version of) the outcast, the thinker, the dreamer, the loner. Their decision to keep driving is a method of self-substantiation, a quiet way of saying, “I am different, I am better than this.”

“Milky Way” is groundbreaking advertising in many ways—it was one of the first car commercials to feature a complex narrative, with distinct, relatable characters and more atmosphere than many full-length feature films—but the manner in which it captured and sold the notion (however subtle, however muted) of the outsider as socially and morally superior made it undeniably brilliant advertising. In sixty seconds, Arnold Communications managed to get viewers to define the Cabrio driver (creative, different, independent, free), envy the Cabrio driver, and, accordingly, aspire to become a Cabrio driver. The Cabrio was no longer just a motor vehicle—it was a way of life, a defining principle, a bold, concise declaration of self. Volkswagen and Arnold both recognized that the VW demographic valued identity over engine stats, magic over numbers. Suddenly, what you drive says something specific and undeniable about who, precisely, you are.

Unsurprisingly, “Milky Way” was instantly celebrated within the advertising industry. Every year since 1992, the Association of Independent Commercial Producers (a trade organization representing, exclusively, “the interests of United States companies that specialize in producing commercials in various media—film, video, computer—for advertisers and agencies”) has organized the Art & Technique of the American Television Commercial, an art exhibit/
awards show produced in association with the Museum of Modern Art in New York, and intended to celebrate contemporary television commercials as tiny bits of art (or, as the MoMA coyly spins, “small films of persuasion”). In 2000, “Milky Way” was honored for its Art Direction, Advertising Excellence/Single Commercial, and Advertising Excellence/Campaign (in concordance with two other VW spots, “Chase” and “The Great Escape”), added to the MoMA Department of Film and Video’s permanent archive, and included in a global tour.

“Clearly, it was looked at, overall, as the best commercial [from that year],” nods Matt Miller, CEO and national manager of the AICP. “It got awards everywhere. At that time, Volkswagen was doing lifestyle commercials—it was different advertising. The car was there, but it was more a story about relationships, about the life inside the car. They pull up to the party, and they think, ‘We don’t wanna go there, we’d rather be here, in this car. Let’s drive.’ And it’s a beautiful night, and the kids look so beautiful and happy, and yet because they made a decision to not go to that party, they seem more mature and self-assured. You don’t need dialogue to get who these characters are. You get this whole vibe from them. And then the moonlight gives them a certain type of glow. And it’s all in the car. As you get older, it becomes a nostalgic moment, where you think back to the great times you had cruising around with your friends. Or, if you’re that age, it’s aspirational. It can be connected to on so many levels,” Miller explains.

“There are lots of different ad types,” notes ad critic Seth Stevenson, who contributes an advertising column, “Ad Report Card,” to Slate. “The ‘demo,’ where you show the
product in action, [or] the ‘celebrity presenter,’ [which is] self-explanatory. The Nick Drake VW ad is a type of ad that some people refer to as ‘associated user imagery,’ meaning the consumer is expected to associate him/herself with the people in the ad. Ads using this technique often feature sexy, cool, and funny people, for obvious reasons. But sometimes the people in an ad will be goofy or geeky, to match a certain target market.”

“In the case [of ‘Milky Way’], what do the featured users tell us about the target market?” Stevenson asks. “It seems like they’re young, well-bred, attractive-but-not-too-attractive, thoughtful, hiply quirky, and think they’re better than the masses. Seems like that was the brand image VW was gunning for all through that era,” Stevenson continues. “The Nick Drake song helps cement the identity of the people in the ad, and of the brand itself. They’re not listening to Led Zeppelin, or Celine Dion, or A Tribe Called Quest. Nick Drake is who VW drivers listen to. If you like this song, you’ll like VW, and you’ll have wistful summer nights like this.”

“Nick Drake’s music wasn’t known by the masses,” Miller adds. “And for many people, they thought of ‘Pink Moon’ as the Volkswagen song.” He pauses. “You know, wow, Volkswagen wrote a really cool song.”

***

“Initially, what I remember the most clearly, are hate emails,” shrugs former Arnold Communications copywriter Shane Hutton, who, along with partners Tim Vaccarino and Lance Jensen, wrote and proposed the concept for “Milky Way.” It
was Hutton—then twenty-six years old—who single-handedly chose “Pink Moon” to serve as the commercial’s soundtrack. It’s Saturday morning, and we’re sitting in Hutton’s serene, Zen-styled Boston living room, on opposite ends of a soft beige sofa. “I remember one distinctly. This dude said, ‘How could you rub your corporate testicles all over Nick Drake when he’s not even alive to defend himself?’” Hutton sighs. “At first there was a lot of anger. Real anger, venom, from the Nick Drake loyalists. We’d burned a sacred cow. People were very upset. I felt horrible. Defensive. VW received several livid emails daily—probably forty or fifty in the first couple of weeks.”

“So I was like, fuck this shit. I’m writing this dude back. Which I’m not supposed to do, because of lawsuits or whatever. But I was like fuck it, I’m writing this guy,” Hutton continues. “So I write him back, and I’m like here’s the situation from my point of view. The person who okayed everything was Nick Drake’s sister—so this isn’t a situation where some corporation [acted as] barbarians at the gate, kicking it in, invading a sacred palace, pillaging, violating the princess. We talked to his sister,” Hutton emphasizes. “You may know Nick Drake’s wants and desires better than her, but I doubt it. So let’s just give her the benefit of the doubt. She agreed to it. She said no to everyone else but us. It’s not as if she’s whoring him out. Furthermore, think about it from her point of view,” Hutton continues. “You have this beautiful brother who writes beautiful music, beautiful songs. And all he ever wanted was to have someone hear them. And really, no one does. And he’s really bummed out, for a collection of reasons. And he handles that in a way that you, as his sister, wish he didn’t. Wouldn’t you want an opportunity to get those songs
out there? Especially posthumously? Wouldn’t there be some sort of satisfaction in that, to be able to say, ‘I did it for you, Nick, I got you out there, buddy’?”

Hutton looks up. “Don’t think of it as us breaching the walls and storming your sacred palace. Think of it as 'One of us has made it into the ivory tower, and has put a flag out the window for the rest of us to see.' We’re inside the machine now, bro, and we can speak from the inside now. So the game has fucking changed, forever, because we fucking made it in there. So don’t look at the castle and be nostalgic for what it used to be. This is Bastille Day, bro! And it’s on now, and we’re inside, looking out, and you should be happy that one of your people got into this position of communicating to the masses. It’s not just the old reptile guard anymore.” Hutton pauses. “And he wrote back and was like, ‘I never thought about it that way.’ That’s still my opinion on anyone who has anything negative to say about it. If you have something negative to say about it, then you don’t have the situational awareness necessary to navigate things of this sort of social complexity. And you should probably reserve your opinions until you’re sure that you do have that kind of perspective.” Hutton shakes his head.

The notion of pop-song-as-jingle might be ubiquitous now, but in 2000, pairing music with a commercial product—while considerably more acceptable than it was in the 1980s—still meant fierce stigmatization and, more often than not, alienation from fans and critics. In the years preceding “Milky Way,” the atmospheric rise of grunge rock—celebrated by bands that appropriated earnest, working-class values, refusing to cut their hair or wear anything besides oily, $3
flannel shirts and scuffed-up Doc Martens—meant newfound disdain for both celebrity and capitalism. Despite being signed to major labels, grunge heroes refused to participate in their own stardom, leaping from the stage and breaking down, quite literally, barriers between artist and fan: Pearl Jam frontman Eddie Vedder routinely nose-dived into his audience, swinging from rafters, denying his fans' idolatry, convincingly ashamed of his own fame.

Over the last decade, the idea of “selling out” has become considerably less poisonous. Precisely how and why is unclear: maybe because it’s increasingly difficult for bands to function, financially, without some degree of external income (the vagaries of record contracts, which often prevent artists from yielding any significant profit off of records alone, have become more and more public), or because, unlike in the 1980s, fewer and fewer independent labels are able to function without some degree of major label backing (even Sub Pop, best known for releasing Nirvana’s scrappy debut, *Bleach*, is now forty-nine percent controlled by Warner Bros.), thus debunking the myth of Do-It-Yourself entirely. Radio consolidation—a problem since 1,200-station monolith Clear Channel began expanding in the late 1990s—means that it is extraordinarily difficult to actually get a song on the air, further narrowing an artist’s potential avenues for success; around the same time, MTV began concentrating on its original and unscripted programming, significantly reducing the amount of music video airplay. Small, self-built Internet communities were beginning to thrive, but were hardly all-inclusive (according to Census numbers, only 26.2 percent of American homes had Internet access in December 1998). In 2000, bands didn’t have a whole lot of options for exposure.
Likewise, the slow dissolution of grunge and significant changes in the way commercials were produced helped lessen the blow of independent artists “selling out” to corporate America. High production values and creative use of sound made the line between a music video—at base, essentially a commercial for a song or album—and a proper advertisement less clear (the fact that both genres were pulling from the same pool of directors helped). For the first time, a car commercial soundtracked by a new band could, conceivably, sell as many records as minivans. The relationship between advertisers and artists seemed, suddenly, symbiotic.

In a 2001 New York Times article, reporter John Leland noted the sudden viability of commercial licensing as a marketing strategy for independent or underground musicians. “If you want to hear interesting, ambitious, challenging pop music these days, the place to turn is not mainstream radio but television—and not MTV, but commercials for establishment products like banks, phone companies and painkillers,” Leland wrote. “As pop radio has constricted around a handful of slick teen acts, commercials screech and thump with underground dance music and alternative rock, selling products whose reach extends way beyond that of the musicians. Alternative musicians, once shielded by the cocoon of their modest ambitions, suddenly face a new field of opportunity and of ethical quandary.” Michael Azzerad, editor-in-chief of eMusic.com and author of the definitive Our Band Could Be Your Life: Scenes from the American Indie Underground 1981—1991, elaborates: “The people who make ads are what boring people call ‘creative types.’ And ‘creative types’ who grew up on indie rock now have upper-level jobs in advertising. A lot of them are friends with indie rock musicians because it was
such a small world back then, everyone knew everybody. So if you’re in a band and your pal who works on Madison Avenue asks you for a song for which he/she will pay you a couple years’ worth of rent, are you going to say no? In the old days, indie rockers were very determined to show they could go it alone, without support from the mainstream. That’s been clearly established now. No one has to prove that they can make music with complete creative control anymore. It’s safe to dance with the Man now.”

Certainly, the union of song and product has to be sufficiently synergistic to take proper root—as a marketing concept, it wouldn’t have lasted if the pairing didn’t, on some level, do useful work for the record label, the band, the creative agency, the advertiser, and, ultimately, the consumer. “In the 80s,” Azzerad explains, “no one wanted indie music anyway. The ad biz was run by baby boomers who notoriously do not like to be reminded that they’re old, so they resisted indie rock. Also, indie rock didn’t appeal to an attractive demographic at the time. But now all those middle-to upper-middle-class, college-educated kids are affluent and having kids of their own, so playing the music of their youth back at them makes promotional sense. By the end of the 90s, it was becoming quite acceptable. [But] at the end of the 80s, it was quite uncool and worse than signing to a major label. Bands who did sell their music to advertising, they got mocked and shunned.”

There are several notable instances of mainstream rock bands being crucified for allowing their work to be used in commercials, even when the artists in question weren’t necessarily
in charge of their own licensing: In 1986, Nike infamously snatched a license for the Beatles’ “Revolution,” reportedly shelling out $250,000 to Capitol Records and Michael Jackson (who, in a 1985 coup, acquired publishing rights to much of the Beatles catalog, for a reported $47.5 million). Nike used the song in a TV spot for Nike Air sneakers: “Revolution” plays over a montage of grainy, Super 8 black and white images—some of famed athletes, some of more casual players—and is the sole aural accompaniment, through to the closing Nike swoosh. The remaining Beatles were incensed. Paul McCartney claimed the song had been “cheapened,” while George Harrison swore revenge: “Unless we do something about it, every Beatles song is going to end up advertising bras and pork pies,” Harrison declared. The “Revolution” spot raised universal interest, both from advertisers and music fans. Interestingly, Yoko Ono remained un-miffed, eventually issuing a third-person statement that declared: “Yoko doesn’t want to see John deified. She likes the idea that (the commercial) is making John’s music accessible to a new generation.” The same year, Chrysler supposedly offered Bruce Springsteen upwards of $12 million dollars to license “Born in the U.S.A.” for a car commercial—Springsteen refused to even discuss the proposition.

Now, Azzerad acknowledges a shift in fan expectation, in accordance with new cultural circumstances. “Everyone on both sides of the audience/artist divide understands that musicians need money to live on,” he continues. “Doing a commercial for a bank will allow a band to quit their day jobs and concentrate on making precisely the music they want to make, which is the whole idea. People also understand that since they as consumers are pirating so much music, bands
have to make money some other way. It’s a necessary evil caused by their evil. Licensing songs is a good way to circumvent commercial radio and get your music heard by millions of people who never would have heard it otherwise.”

Indeed, by the end of the 1990s, certain artists had established entire careers based in licensing. In 1999, after a decade of middling to moderate commercial success, musician/DJ Moby released his sixth record, *Play*—the album, a collection of eighteen sample-heavy dance/electronic songs, eventually became the first record to have every last one of its tracks licensed for commercial use, and Moby acquired a mainstream audience, despite negligible radio play. (*Play* was released on acclaimed British indie Mute Records and distributed by V2 in the United States; just two years earlier, Elektra had dropped their distribution deal with Moby. Mute has since been acquired by EMI.) In a 2005 post in his online journal, Moby wrote:

a question that i’m often asked is “why do you license your music to advertisements?” which is a good question, i have numerous answers that are all relatively true: 1—it’s a good way to get music heard. 2—everybody does it. 3—it helps to generate revenue for the record companies to which i’m signed, mute and v2, who are both relatively independent. and other answers that are all true and valid. but there’s one answer to this question: “why do you license your music to advertisements?” that just dawned on me recently, and the answer is “growing up in poverty”, i know that i’m no longer poor, and i don’t mean this as a justification, for i’m still not sure if licensing music to advertisements is a good or bad thing, but i grew up very, very poor. i know, a lot of people grew up poor. but i grew up really poor. using food
stamps to buy cigarettes and milk for my mother. having to borrow money to eat. buying. 99 cent sneakers at the grocery store. and so on. i never starved, nor was i ever denied medical care because of my poverty, but i was very poor. and i was very poor in a very wealthy town, which made my relative poverty seem even more shameful.

For record companies, the economics of advertising also made sense. In 2000, the well-documented dip in record sales (long attributed to the rise of downloading and peer-to-peer file-sharing networks) meant panicked labels were trying to figure out new ways to shift albums, horrified that their entire business model would soon be rendered obsolete. “At that time, record companies were really starting to get hurt by Napster and other things. They were losing profitability,” Matt Miller, President and CEO of the Association of Independent Commercial Producers, explains. “One of the value propositions involved with advertising and licensing went off like a light bulb. They had these vast libraries [of licenses for songs] and their marketing budgets were going down, and here were marketers with already bought airtime.”

“When we first started doing it, licensing a real band was a feat of social engineering,” Shane Hutton explains. “There were a couple other agencies that were also trying, but [Arnold] found a way to do it the best—maybe our concepts were non-threatening to the bands. A lot of bands said no, but a lot of bands said yes. Now, there are a lot more licensing opportunities that come by my desk. It used to be one or two music houses that would put their D-level talent on the ‘For Advertising’ list, and we could get CDs of, like, Rick Astley’s brother’s band,” Hutton sighs.
“And I was like, ‘I don’t want to put Rick Astley’s brother’s music on my spot at all.’ We would get the flotsam and jetsam from the music company, and it wasn’t what we were after. Now we get Beyoncé’s album two months before it comes out. We get sneak previews of, like, P.O.D.—bands that never would have been considered for commercials before. Not that they’re so genius, but because they’re so ubiquitous in the mainstream and they don’t need any money and it just never would have happened,” Hutton continues.

“Sometimes there are integrity issues. But mostly I just think it’s about what’s selling and what’s not selling. It’s like the green grocer—‘Gotta get rid of those grapefruits, they’re getting a little soft! Send ’em to the ad people, they’ll eat it!’ But now we’re getting top-level talent, and people aren’t so freaked out by it. And I think that’s because more people are doing it—if I was in a band, I’d be like, ‘Wait, you have a history of doing good work as an advertising agency, you win awards, you please people, you don’t do schlocky crap, I’ve looked at your reel and I like it. My record company is willing to offer me $75,000 worth of media placements on my new album. You’re willing to offer me, what? $4 million worth of media placement? You’re going to give me $4 million worth of media weight in this commercial that you’re gonna get Michael Bay to shoot? And you’re gonna link it to a website and people are going to be able to link to my website and buy it from me on my website for $10? Yes.’ I think a lot of bands are starting to figure out that it’s not going to hurt them if it’s done tastefully. And in a fragmented marketplace, a lot of bands just want some kind of exposure,” Hutton nods.
Hutton also acknowledges a handful of larger cultural shifts. “The other front to the impetus of change in this arena is hip-hop—just in general. In hip-hop, the words ‘sell out’ are a goal. It’s not a problem, it’s an intent. People are waiting for the dude to come by with the right about of money—and the dude after him, and the dude after him, and the girl after him. So you have hip-hop totally willing to sell out on one side—all their videos look like huge parties, everyone has money with their own face printed on the front, and it doesn’t look like that bad of a thing, they’re selling shoes, clothing, perfume. They’re in movies and shit, they’re a fucking enterprise. Then you have bands with ‘integrity’ on the other side, doing videos where they’re standing in the rain, in a mud field, talking about broken hearts and shit. And you’re like, ‘Uh, where do I want to be?’ So it’s changing. There are still bands that say ‘No! I would never sell out to a commercial, man, because I saw the Doors and I saw what happened to them and that fucking blows.’ But much less so—if I had to pick a percentage, I would say it’s at least sixty-five percent better than it used to be.”

“Think back to what was happening in advertising at that time,” Miller nudges. “Advertisers were facing a fractured media market. They were trying to engage consumers in ways they had never been engaged before. Primarily because they were entering into what would end up being a lifelong battle with other media—with DVRs, with the Internet, with control being put into the consumer’s hands. Advertisers were trying to create small pieces of entertainment for their brand, and while the overall goal was still to sell, the method had to be much softer. It became more of a contract—you give me your thirty seconds, and I’m going to make it worth your while,
because I’m going to entertain you. And if that proposition didn’t pay off for the viewer, they were gone. In 2000, we started to see the entertainment values in advertising reach new peaks. And one of the ways people have done that is licensing songs. It happens in many different ways— with popular songs everyone knows, like Led Zeppelin for Chevrolet or the Rolling Stones for Microsoft, or with a song that no one has ever heard. Advertising used to have three channels, and they had you—you had to sit there, and you had to sit through it. Now you don’t. So how are they gonna make you sit there? They’re gonna pay you with entertainment values. A lot of the time it’s comedy, but it can be other things—a beautiful picture, a little story being told, an emotional musical track,” Miller shrugs.

Advertisers were beginning to understand—and harness—the emotional draw of music. “Instead of just buying the recognition of a famous song, now agencies were buying an unrecognized song and counting on its catchiness or emotional wallop to hit a nerve,” Stevenson adds.

Obviously, for Nick Drake, the Cabrio commercial was more beneficial than exploitative, facilitating a second renaissance, bringing Drake’s name and sound to a considerably larger audience than he had ever entertained before. I ask Hutton if he was surprised by the jump in sales for Pink Moon. “It went from zero to a shitload,” Hutton says. “I know that. Nick was number one on Amazon.com for thirteen weeks or something like that, twenty-five years after his death. We knew people might want to buy it, because historically people had asked about buying other songs that we had used on-air. But each time you do [use a song], it’s a gamble. I would love to say we were fully aware of what was going to happen and
everything went according to a checklist we had created, and we expected the phenomenon, but you can only throw the dice on the table—you can’t predict the numbers. We knew some people were gonna want to buy it—but no one was prepared for how many.”

* * *

“Milky Way” was shot over three days in Bodega Bay, California, the same tiny coastal town where Alfred Hitchcock filmed most of his 1963 horror classic *The Birds*, and, later, Richard Donner captured key bits of 1985’s buried-treasure kid-epic, *The Goonies*. Directorial team Jonathan Dayton and Valerie Faris, then best known for drafting a decade of seminal, award-winning music videos (from Jane’s Addiction’s “Been Caught Stealing” in 1986 to the Smashing Pumpkins’ “Tonight, Tonight” in 1996) and later for their Oscar-nominated work on *Utile Miss Sunshine*, collaborated with Arnold’s team to cast and shoot the spot. “Dayton-Faris floated to the top because they were not only very talented cinematographers, but they also came back and said, ‘Here’s how we’re thinking of doing it, and this is how we’re going to make these key moments happen,’” and we were like, these guys get it,” Hutton nods. “They believed in the story, and we had every confidence that they would be able to tell it. There are some people that are shot-makers, that make good-looking film, and there are some people who are storytellers. There are precious few in the commercial advertising world that are adept at both—making it look great and telling a clear, beautiful, concise, salient, relevant, memorable story. Dayton-Faris could do both of those things.”
“Milky Way” was part of a series of oddly beloved advertisements that Arnold crafted for VW in the 1990s and early 2000s. “[VW] had lost a lot of traction [in the North American market]. They moved their [advertising] account to Arnold, and from around 1994 to around halfway through 1996, all VW did, from a television standpoint, was montages of energetic lifestyle imagery, mixed in with supertitles that did very heavy lifting, from a marketing strategy point-of-view. The song was, like, ‘Are you free, are you really free? Are you really really really really really free?’” Hutton sings. “Just super happy shit. And then the montage of active lifestyle images—a woman puts an orange slice in her mouth and turns around to her kids and does the orange-peel smile. It’s about growing up, but not growing old. It’s about doing this, but not becoming your parents. It was a blueprint for early thirty-somethings: how to grow up without feeling like you’re selling yourself out in any way. It was very relevant to people. It wasn’t delivered in the most memorable, artful way, but it laid the foundation. It wasn’t pretty advertising, but it was absolutely necessary [in order for us] to [also] do the ‘Da Da Da’ spot, which absolutely changed the entire paradigm for how car commercials were done. It invented a new one.”

First broadcast in 1997 (during the much-discussed “Coming Out” episode of Ellen DeGeneres’ former sitcom, Ellen), “Da Da Da” features two amiable, unremarkable twenty-somethings tooling around in a red Volkswagen Golf, nodding their heads in time to “Da Da Da I Don’t Love You You Don’t Love Me Aha Ah,” a goofy, rhythmic cut by German new-wavers Trio. In 1982, Trio scored a significant hit with the song, enjoying chart success in their native
Germany and throughout Europe, but the band dissolved by the mid-1980s, after two failed US releases on Mercury Records. In the spot, driver and passenger spy a garbage-bound easy chair on the side of the street, salvage it by cramming it into the trunk of the Golf, sniff, realize that it stinks, and re-deposit it on the sidewalk.

The commercial is remarkable for its mundanity: its players exchange glances, fiddle with little toys, wipe spots off the dashboard, nod their heads, wait at stoplights, shift, nap, make hand puppets, practice karate, turn, drive. At the commercial’s close, a woman’s voice narrates: “The German-engineered Volkswagen Golf. It fits your life or your complete lack thereof.”

“When ‘Da Da Da’ broke, it was the first spot for Volkswagen from Arnold that wrote a blank check for us, creatively,” Hutton says. “From that point on, we could do anything we wanted to do. We could talk in a whole new language, of real normal people, everyday dudes, driving cars and having everyday, normal conversation. As simple as that sounds, it was unheard of in most advertising, and certainly in automotive. It seems so weird now, because now every commercial has normal people renting cars and normal people going to Sonic burger. It’s all there now, but at the time, no one had done any sort of commercial about normal, real dudes, driving around doing nothing in a car,” Hutton offers. He is quick to credit Arnold’s creative director, Lance Jensen, with the aesthetic shift: “[Jensen] masterminded the whole ‘Driver’s Wanted’ campaign, created ‘Da Da Da,’ [and] changed the entire field of automotive advertising and maybe marketing in general,” Hutton says.
Media critics salivated accordingly: in a 2006 report on Volkswagen’s post-Arnold advertisements for NPR, Seth Stevenson derided the company’s latest campaign (produced by Miami-based agency Crispin Porter + Bogusky, which VW hired after breaking with Arnold) and mourned the “warmth and humanity” of Volkswagen’s Arnold ads, ultimately referring to the Arnold years as VW’s advertising’s “salad days.” “Arnold was blazing hot with the VW brand in that era,” Stevenson continues. “[They] made a whole slew of spots that people love to this day, and many of them relied on great music choices. They had a knack for picking out semi-forgotten pop songs and reintroducing them to a younger generation of consumers. It seemed like Nick Drake had fallen off the culture map a bit, and Arnold found the perfect moment to resurrect him.” “The ‘Drivers Wanted’ campaign was the crest of a wave,” Hutton notes. “We literally could almost do no bad ads.”

Hutton and his partners began work on “Milky Way” in the spring of 1998. “My work partner at the time, Tim Vaccarino, and I had been asked to create a new spot for the Cabrio—the first spot for the Cabrio, I believe. Tim identified that there was something special about a drive in a convertible at night. So we went with that as a starting point. And it was key to the whole thing. We initially just wanted to create a mood, a feeling. Tim and I knew we wanted a spot that conveyed that magic feeling you get when one particular night is just, for whatever reason, perfect. We wanted to convey that perfect drive,” Hutton says. “So, after a night drive in a convertible for research, Tim got started setting a look and I wrote a description of the drive down and got started picking music.”
Hutton discovered “Pink Moon” on a Nick Drake fan site in the early 1990s, when he was still a teenager living in rural Canada. “‘Pink Moon’ was the first MP3 I ever heard,” Hutton recalls. “It was the first song I had ever heard on the Internet, back when the Internet was kind of new to me and certainly music on the Internet was new. My friend Andrew Power and I had a band at the time called Reverse. Andrew was showing me what people were doing with the Web, making band sites. We were daydreaming of what we might be able to do with our band when we stumbled upon an early Nick Drake fan site. Somebody, I’m assuming, had sought to immortalize him in binary code. If it weren’t for that strange electronic expression of such an earthy, organic artist, a young kid from a rural Canadian farming community would likely never have been exposed to Nick Drake’s music,” Hutton concludes.

Despite plenty of reporting to the contrary, Hutton remains adamant about the role “Pink Moon” played in the writing and pitching process; according to Hutton, no other track ever had a real shot at inclusion. “I wanted ‘Pink Moon’ from the very second Tim and I concepted the ad. Immediately upon putting a fine point on the mood and getting an idea for the flow of the spot, I knew what music would be perfect for it. With only thirty seconds to work with, I knew we needed a song that could get you into the right mood very quickly and keep you there for the whole thing. ‘Pink Moon’ does that. The spot was written with the song playing. The spot was presented with the song playing. The two were never apart,” Hutton confirms.

“There were other tracks that put up a good fight for a while,” he continues. “‘Under the Milky Way’ by the Church and The
Bridge’ by the Cure and some others, but nothing created as powerful a mood as quickly as ‘Pink Moon.’ It was the one. We even went so far as to play the song while we presented the script, so that as people heard the description of the action we intended for the screen, the music helped to set the mood. So they could ‘see’ the spot in their minds more clearly. The song, in effect, helped to sell the concept for the commercial that would ultimately sell the song.”

Volkswagen remained hands-off until the final presentation. “Volkswagen wasn’t really included in the nitty-gritty of the creative process,” Hutton explains. “They gave us the business problem and it was up to us to find a creative way to solve it.”

I ask Hutton if he thinks the commercial was using outsider art to sell the idea of an outsider car. “Funny, I never thought of it that way,” he replies. “The concept always seemed to demand solitude. Emptiness, beauty, and space. Originally, we just had people driving around on a beautiful night. No fixed agenda. When we presented the idea that way to the Chief Creative Officer, he said, ‘Sounds pretty, but where’s your idea? Come back to me when you have an idea.’ We thought, ‘Having no idea is the idea,’ but we went away and gave it some thought anyway. We thought, ‘It’s one of those nights that’s just perfect. The drive, the music, the friends, the temperature, everything. You get jealous of nights like that. When it’s happening, you don’t want to share them. You get guarded. You don’t want to have any outside influence disturb their delicate equilibrium. You don’t want anyone to speak. You don’t want the car to run out of gas. And you don’t want the song to end.’ So we decided to explore that side of the story. That’s when we conceived of the party.”
Hutton is vehement about the specifics of the party and clearly anguished over the details of its presentation: “We were very particular about the party,” Hutton nods. “It had to be the kind of party that on any other night would have been great, because, after all, the people in the commercial were, in fact, going to it, but, it had to be shown in such a way that, despite how fun it might have been on any other night, on this night, on this jealously guarded, perfect night, it was just a little bit too loud, a little bit too rowdy, a little bit too much. And maybe, just on this one night, it would be best to sit it out. I love the outsider connection. Maybe, because the scenario was so real to me, and the kind of thing I would do, and the song and the concept were so inexorably tied together in my mind, I never really looked at it as an outsider’s statement. But I guess, in the end, it was. Is. I wish I was smart enough to have all that as part of my master plan the whole time, but in truth, I just pulled out of my own life, something I would do. I would blow off a party for a more spiritual experience with close friends. Wouldn’t you? I didn’t really consciously see it as an outsider’s statement. Perhaps, with the story and the song and the truth of it all, it had to be. I’m glad it is. I find that reassuring in a personal way,” Hutton says.

Despite the commercial’s universal triumph, Hutton still struggled with the ramifications of his musical choice. “I wondered if I’d done a moral wrong. Those angry emails still haunted me. I still wrestled with feelings of guilt. Had I sold Nick Drake out? Because, in truth, I really didn’t know what the truth was. I didn’t really know the relationship between him and his sister. I didn’t know Nick. I didn’t know any of his fans. I didn’t really know anything.”
“The spot was very popular for about a year or so. And these feelings were with me the whole time. Then, one day, I got my redemption. In an interview in *Entertainment Weekly*, Joe Boyd, Nick’s producer and good friend, spoke out in a voice that rose above the hate mail from the Nick Drake guardians, with words that superseded the wonderment of the new disciples. Joe explained [that] Nick always wanted to be famous. And that one of the reasons he was so unhappy was that nobody was listening to his music. Joe went on to say that Nick would have found the fact that a television commercial made his music famous very funny. He would have been amused by it. I took Joe at his word, and felt absolved. I cried actually. Through blurry eyes I read the interview over and over and over again, and for much of the afternoon, cried it all out. Amazing how things happen. I’ve never spoken to Joe and he has no idea how grateful I am for his words.”

Later, when I ask Joe Boyd what he thought of the commercial, he answers: “I always expected a revival, [and] waited impatiently for it to happen for many years. I think the VW ad was pretty inspired. I was very skeptical of the idea of Nick’s music being in a car ad, but when I looked at the storyboard, I was surprised and thought it could work quite well. In fact, I find the commercial strange and wonderful—no sounds other than Nick’s music and the crunch of gravel and a car door slam and distant laughter. No voiceover. [It’s] more of an ad for Nick than an ad for VW. So that’s why I advised Gabrielle Drake to approve it and why I think it worked so well. Gabrielle and I would have never approved most ad licenses, but this one seemed pretty unusual.”
Cally elaborates on the decision: “For all the acts I manage, the equation, the balancing act, is the same. Radio ignored Nick Drake when he was alive and apart from some very specialized outlets, still ignores Nick Drake. [Gabrielle and I] both feel that if his music can be heard in a context that is suitable, that is not damaging, then we would welcome the opportunity. Many, many people first heard Nick in that Volkswagen TV advertisement, and then went on to buy and treasure his three albums. To me there was little difference between that TV ad and blanket radio play, especially on a commercial radio station where they play the music for free and keep the money from advertisers themselves,” Cally continues. “We have said no to many, many adverts, to the confusion and perplex of many. We thought the VW advert suggested a magical other place to listen to music rather than at a prepackaged party. It was nicely done and made a nice point. We were pleased at how it came out, but most pleased with the new fans Nick attracted through it. There was a delicious irony to the fact that the song refers to the inevitable death that awaits for ye all—in an advert that saw young people making the most of their lives.”

“I’ve never spoken to Nick’s sister,” Hutton admits. “I have no idea how she is. If she’s doing okay for money. If she’s happy that she made the call the way she did. If she feels better now that the world has heard the songs and woken up. Nothing. I am happy that she hasn’t sold his music to advertising since. It makes me trust her. Because I’m sure the offers came fast and furious in the wake of the ‘Pink Moon’ ad. I’d like to believe that she made a little money. I’d like to believe that Nick’s music has allowed him, from the grave, to wrap his arms around his sister and take care of her. And somewhere, for reasons I can’t understand or explain, I was
the catalyst that made that happen. That spot is still the thing I am most proud of in my career. And if I could do it all again, I wouldn’t change a thing.”

* * *

“We were Nick Drake fans from the mid-80s on. By then they had re-released, on CD, all his records. But ‘Pink Moon’ wasn’t a song we thought we would ever use in a commercial,” Valerie Faris, co-director of “Milky Way,” admits. “We were friends with R.E.M. and that’s how we first heard about Nick Drake and Syd Barrett. [R.E.M.] are really well read, really well educated. They knew all the obscure musicians. Peter Buck is an encyclopedia of all kinds of things.”

“We rarely think of pop songs as, ‘Oh that would be great for a commercial!’” Jonathan Dayton, Faris’ husband and partner, adds. “We just loved his work and thought he was a great, underappreciated artist.” As Drake fans—and ardent music enthusiasts—Dayton and Faris understood the pitfalls inherent to partnering art and commerce. “It’s particularly sensitive when artists aren’t around to give permission,” Dayton nods. “We come from an orientation where a song in a commercial is almost a grotesque thing. When the Beatles’ ‘Revolution’ was used in a Nike commercial, it felt like a real crime. The idea of John Lennon’s song being used to describe a tennis shoe …” Dayton trails off. “They were really trying to take the meaning of the song and attribute it to a product. But [in ‘Milky Way’], the song is simply something that’s playing in the car, and it’s about the beauty of music in our lives, not the beauty of a Volkswagen as described by a song.”
“All the stuff that Arnold did for VW—those guys just really know music,” Faris agrees. “The songs [Arnold uses] are so married to the concept[s]. The way that the music works with the idea, you never feel like they’re co-opting the song. It’s all still ultimately advertising, but it’s nice when a commercial can transcend its initial purpose and have some kind of larger life, touching people in some way. It’s nice when that happens. It doesn’t happen very much.”

Like Hutton, Dayton and Faris were vehement about “Pink Moon” being the only proper track—aesthetically speaking—for the spot they wanted to shoot. “We didn’t pick it,” Dayton admits. “But when they came to us with a few songs and played [‘Pink Moon’] we thought, ‘Oh my God.’ We would never want to claim credit for it—they did bring it to us—but we fought for ‘Pink Moon.’”

“The song is so beautiful it doesn’t matter what the images are,” Faris continues. “You hear that coming out of your television set, and you’re swept up by it. The song really puts you in the experience of [the drive]. The great thing about all the work [Arnold] did for VW is that they let the music carry the spots—not in an anthemic way, in an experiential way. The music was built in to the spot. You felt that [the characters] were listening to that song as they were driving,” Faris explains.

“And that’s what made them want to stay on the road,” Dayton finishes.

“There’s nothing better than hearing a great song when you’re driving,” Faris nods. “When you take a road trip, you want to
make sure you have the right music. It was fun for us to try to capture that—what it’s like to have great music in your car, especially when it happens to be a beautiful night and you’re with people you like. As much as the days of transportation by car are numbered, there is this romantic thing about music in cars.”

“We just liked the idea of the moonlit drive,” Faris continues. “You’re planning to go to a party, you get to the party and see that there are a bunch of yahoos there, and at that moment, it doesn’t appeal to you. That was the big concept. And we loved the idea that there could be more story to it. We had this idea that the couple in the backseat, they weren’t really a couple. In the front seat, they’re a couple. In the backseat, he’s interested in her, but we’re not sure what she feels. She’s just enjoying the ride,” Faris laughs. “It was fun to go, ‘Let’s make a little story that we don’t have to finish or go into great detail with.’ It was fun thinking about the little stories in this bigger story—which is that they decide to keep driving.”

Dayton and Faris worked closely with Arnold to capture a specific mood, frequently playing “Pink Moon” on set to establish ambiance; the team ultimately decided that “Milky Way” required no additional sound or dialogue—save a few tiny diatomic cues—besides the song. “The other great thing about Arnold at the time was that they would come in with a script, but it was always loose and it could truly evolve,” Dayton explains. “One of the issues on the table was whether or not there should be any dialogue. We felt strongly about it—let’s see if we can tell this whole story visually and just let the song play. That’s what we ended up going with. Having
that exchange of looks, that was enough to let you know what was happening between the characters.”

Casting was equally collaborative. “We’d seen a ton of people, and on our first day of callbacks, the agency came down and this foursome was literally the first foursome that was put together. We had four chairs set up together like a car, and this group was the first group to come in and sit down,” Faris recounts. “And they did it and we thought ‘This is working, we like this.’ The rest of the day, there was nothing close to that.”

“We ended up using those actors in subsequent commercials—the driver is in a Red Hot Chili Peppers video we directed, and the girl in the front seat is in a Mountain Dew commercial [we shot],” Dayton laughs.

Although Dayton and Faris have since moved on to feature film work, they speak fondly and openly about their experience shooting “Milky Way,” and seem bemused—if not flabbergasted—by Pink Moon’s subsequent rebirth. “I remember about four or five years ago, watching a documentary about Nick Drake and how he had sold more records after he died than during his lifetime,” Faris recalls. “So here’s this story about Nick Drake, and they’re talking about [our] commercial.” Her voice is vaguely incredulous.

Both Dayton and Faris agree that the notion of selling out via licensing a song for commercial use is less salient now. “I think that subsequent generations don’t make the distinction that we might make. People have now grown up with music in commercials, it’s not an issue for them,” Dayton shrugs. “But [we tell bands] if you’re gonna do this, take the money
and do something good with it. Allow it to let you write your next album.”

“Nowadays, bands don’t get that much exposure through videos. There are fewer opportunities to promote their work,” Faris continues. “[A commercial] is a pretty big opportunity for exposure. I wouldn’t suggest you give your music to a product you really don’t like, Wal-Mart or whatever. There are maybe some things that you’ll have more of an ethical problem with, and you shouldn’t do it then. That’s the problem with [corporate] advertising, it’s all kind of evil. And that’s the reality of living in a corporate-controlled world. There’s nothing pure.”

“Advertising agencies cite [‘Milky Way’] as a perfect melding of popular music [and advertising], and they also play it for bands,” Dayton adds. “As the most dramatic example of the impact of a commercial on a pop song.”

“Of all the commercials, this is the one that keeps coming back,” Faris says. “I attribute a lot of that to the song.”

* * *

The production team behind “Milky Way” was, in many ways, exceptional—Valerie Faris and Jonathan Dayton went on to win loads of awards for their directorial work (*Little Miss Sunshine* was nominated for an Oscar for Best Picture in 2007), cinematographer Lance Acord later acted as Director of Photography for a handful of critically acclaimed Hollywood films (*Adaptation*, *Lost in Translation*, *Marie Antoinette*), and Shane Hutton eventually left Arnold to help build a new advertising agency, Modernista!, in Boston. Still,
the popularity of “Milky Way” had as much to do with its artistry as it did with Volkswagen’s relative innocence as a corporate brand. “I guess I was ambivalent about the [VW commercial],” shrugs musician and ardent Drake fan Duncan Sheik. “Part of me was happy that [Drake’s] music had gotten out there. Pink Moon sold, what, 5,000 copies when it came out? It deserves to have a very wide audience. I guess [I would have been more upset] if it was a Hummer commercial. But Volkswagen seems fairly innocuous.”

Bethany Klein, a professor in the Department of Media and Communication at the University of Central England, recently completed a PhD dissertation on popular music and commercials, titled As Heard on TV: A Critical Cultural Analysis of Popular Music in Advertising. Klein dedicates an entire chapter to “Milky Way,” examining how the commercial’s aesthetic success changed perceptions about pop music in advertising—both within the industry and beyond it—by introducing the notion that a piece of music could be “protected” by an artistically successful spot. Klein writes: “The role of ‘Pink Moon’ in the success of [‘Milky Way’] was interesting, in that it both added to the artistry of the commercial and was also protected by the visual artistry of the spot: because the ad ‘worked’ (it was an aesthetic success) the usual negative discourse surrounding the use of popular music in advertising was, if not stopped, at least reduced and accompanied by positive appraisals. ... The linking together of the ad being a ‘watershed’ and being ‘nicely done’ is no coincidence; it is because the ad is so well executed and so aesthetically successful that the industry and the public reassessed the use of music in advertising around this example.”
I ask Klein if she thinks this means that the line between art and commerce is blurring. “As we traditionally defined those lines, yes,” Klein replies. “Though it is worth noting that art has its artistic and commercial goals, just as advertising has its artistic and commercial goals. I guess the difference is which takes precedence. Presumably the commercial goal of advertising is the primary one—if the ad only works on an aesthetic level, but doesn’t translate into sales, then it is not successful. I think popular music, as art, is a bit more complicated. The myth is that for art, for music, the aesthetic goal is primary, but of course we know this is not always true. However, even if we accept popular music as ultimately ‘commercial,’ it provides us, individually and as a society, with something that other commercial products do not necessarily: a vehicle through which we explore emotions, identity, meanings. That is, just because CDs and toilet paper both circulate within a commodity system does not make them equal.”

“Some people think it’s funny to call commercials art,” Matt Miller admits. “You have to think about what art is, what it’s really about. Some people will say, ‘Commercials can be artful, but I wouldn’t call them art.’ And if you ask them why, they can’t really explain why, except that it’s done for commerce. But the Mona Lisa was a portrait that someone paid for. Is that commerce? How does that work?” Miller asks. “In the 1970s, [media scholar] Marshall McLuhan said that when we got to the end of the twentieth century, we’d realize that the greatest art form of that century was advertising. At the time it seemed like a bizarre statement, and to some it still does, but I’ve given it a great deal of thought,” Miller nods.
“And what he was really saying was that if you think back to any period of time, how you understand that culture is by looking back at its art—you see architecture, you see fashion, you see hairstyles, you see all these pieces that, put together, make a picture of what life was like in that time period. Art is our best historical reference. So if you want to think about any given year, what’s the best way to understand music and style and fashion and culture? Look at a given year in advertising. You’ll say, ‘I remember that flare of pant, and I remember those haircuts, and I remember that slang term.’ All those things come back. It’s an instant way to understand what a culture is about. That, and the idea that advertising’s core goal is to connect with the consumer, with the viewer, by using emotional pieces that they can relate to. What are you going to use to do that? Things from real life—music, fashion, dialogue. [McLuhan] wasn’t being tongue-in-cheek. I get what he was talking about,” Miller says. “He really was saying, ‘What is the legacy of art?’ It leaves behind a mark. It explains what a society is about.”

Precisely what “Milky Way” (and the Drake renaissance it inadvertently induced) says about American culture at the turn of the millennium is hard to definitively discern. According to Nielsen Soundscan, the best selling album of 2000 was N’Sync’s No Strings Attached, followed by Eminem’s The Marshall Mathers LP, Britney Spears’s Oops … 7 Did It Again, Creed’s Human Clay, and Santana’s Supernatural (rounding out the top fifteen were the Backstreet Boys’ Black and Blue, Destiny Child’s The Writing’s on the Wall, Three Doors Down’s The Better Life, and Limp Bizkit’s Chocolate Starfish & the Hotdog Flavored Water). For the most part, Americans were forking over their
cash for bubblegum pop and nu-metal—two different, if equally overproduced and costumed vehicles for escapism. That an acoustic, garbled little folksong from 1972 created such a fuss in a year better known for its pop extremes seems like an especially spectacular victory for Arnold Communications, VW, Shane Hutton, and Nick Drake.

All sweeping cultural implications aside, “Milky Way,” like *Pink Moon*, is good art—fated and unlikely and joyful and serendipitous and maybe even a little bit miraculous. Consider its circumstances: “Milky Way” was conceived and realized by a twenty-six-year-old Canadian copywriter for a German car company selling convertibles in America. It featured a song whose twenty-six-year-old creator died quietly in his bed, deep in rural England, twenty-six years earlier. Now, for twenty-six-year-old me, it’s hard to think about “Milky Way” without smiling and feeling supremely grateful for all things:

For convertibles, for copywriters, for music video directors, for German engineering, for acoustic guitars, for milk weed, for house parties, for starry nights. For folksingers in heaven.

I’m a huge Nick Drake fan myself. I had only discovered him a few years before the ad came out, thanks to a friend who’d been hipped to him. Of course when the ad came out, I was disappointed that this song that meant so much to me was now being associated with a consumer product. But that’s life. I think the reason the ad spurred such a huge Nick Drake comeback is that the music was always incredible to those who’d discovered it, through friends and such, and this was the first time it had been put on a pedestal to be discovered by a much bigger population. It was only a matter of time—it
might just as easily have been used in a scene in some Hollywood film.

Seth Stevenson
Ad critic, Slate.com

The first (and as it happened eventually, the worst) time I fell in love started sometime on a drive into Baja for a trip down to Bahia de Los Angeles on the Gulf. The lady (older, wiser) put on Pink Moon during an epic, rainbow-spawning shower and for a half an hour or so, blew my little punk rock mind. I wasn’t exactly a stranger to the mellow at that point in my life, but there was something secret in that record that moved a couple things around, got the re-assessment gears in motion. That something in such a direct medium could still present the more enigmatic and mysterious qualities that I was used to having to search elsewhere for was a bit of a cracking of the window. Then came the breezes and the fresh air and a good season of light.

That said, I’ve had no desire in the past eight or nine years to play the record, but it’s irrevocably encoded somewhere in my makeup at this point, I’m sure.

Ray Raposa
Castanets

[Pink Moon has] gradually seeped in over the years, via compilation tapes and through closed doors. At the time his records were released, the sound didn’t grab me—it was a bit soft and jazzy to my young ears. Not many people did hear Nick Drake in his lifetime, for reasons well documented. However, from about 1990 [on] he seemed to just meander
into people’s hearing. His lack of psychedelic trappings (no sitars, backwards guitars, reverbed harmonies or other totems of the LSD rush) freed his music from the moorings of his time and let it float into the 1990s. By then I was beyond being influenced, but I did start listening more. His approach was always low-key, so being dead didn’t hurt his profile.

I love [Pink Moon’s] lack of clutter, and its brevity. To produce a short record (twenty-eight minutes!—that’s one side of a Dylan album) with no overdubs was daring. And a great way of presenting music to people—a far cry from the seventy-minute CD that has helped devalue recorded music in these oversatu-rated times. The needle lands in the grooves, and for a little over a dozen minutes a side, there are just a few crackles between you and Nick Drake.

You can hear Drake fumbling occasionally, but on the whole his intricate guitar playing and customized tunings are intact. The picking on “Road” echoes church bells and Bert Jansch. I love “Horn”—wonder how that would sound on the trumpet? “Ride,” “Parasite,” and “Pink Moon” are my favorite songs. Exhilarating in a quiet way. You can picture him wandering around London, going up and down the escalators to the Underground, stoned and remote, still developing the images of people around him that are caught in his emotional retina.

Pink Moon is a lesson in understatement. I would have probably filled up the spare tracks on the tape with overdubbed harmonies and guitars, in the absence of other musicians, and the record would have been half as effective. The fact that he left it so bare is a sign of confidence. It’s a private record, like [Gillian Welch’s] Time (The Revelator)

I’m sure he [has] found success easier to handle from beyond the grave. How great to feel that your work will outlive you! That’s one of the main reasons to be an artist: to leave messages for the future. I’m happy for him, in a sad way.

Robyn Hitchcock
Soft Boys
VI. It’s a Pink, Pink, Pink, Pink, Pink Moon

It is the dead
Not the living, who make the longest demands
We die forever

—Sophocles, *Antigone*

Almost everyone I have ever asked about *Pink Moon*—both casually and while holding a tape recorder—confesses to an introductory binge that gradually gives way to a lifetime of not actually listening to the record all that much. The presumed implication—that *Pink Moon* is too precious to waste on casual, inadvertent spins—hits fast and hard. For its fans, the record demands conservation, protection. Listening too often would be like chomping down a slab of chocolate cake with each meal, or going on a tropical vacation every single weekend. It would feel overindulgent.

Most folks also boast of a *Pink Moon* epiphany, a revelation, a moment of catharsis; most can remember, in extraordinarily vivid detail, where and when they heard the record first, what happened, how they changed. And while I’m certain that there are folks out there who find *Pink Moon* maudlin and mawkish and generally appalling, I have yet to meet anyone who won’t admit to a certain amount of fondness for the record (not to position inoffensiveness as its own virtue, but if you were to type “I hate *Pink Moon*” into Google, it would—rather miraculously—return with zero matching
documents; “I hate Nick Drake” kicks up only six hits; “I hate Cat Stevens” yields eighty-one).

*Pink Moon* contains no glaring musical missteps, no broadly mocked experiments, no disastrous detours. Its eleven tracks feel interconnected, each working in service of a larger whole. In my mind, *Pink Moon* has always been a flawless record, maybe the only flawless record, so perfect it makes my teeth hurt, my face crumple, my toes curl. Like most everyone else, I can’t listen to it on repeat anymore, but it’s still the album I crave in the moments I feel most alive, most aware of my bones and muscle and brain—*Pink Moon* is the only record I require, sometimes desperately, after life-warping events, after tiny successes, after weddings, after funerals, after slinking home from a sweaty, faultless night of adventuring with friends. I pull *Pink Moon* from its designated nook, plop it onto my turntable, change into an old t-shirt, lie flat on the floor of my Brooklyn apartment, think about maybe making a peanut butter sandwich, and feel thankful for the company of everyone I know, for being alive, for the puffs of air still heaving in and out of my lungs. Listening, I am limp and powerless; for me, *Pink Moon* will always serve as my haven, my comedown—a balm, a retreat, a savior.

Nick Drake’s modest discography isn’t unique by design. Loads of others, both before and after, have hugged acoustic guitars to their chests and half-sung desperate lyrics about impossible situations. Precisely what makes Drake’s records so evocative—so preposterously haunting that they linger in the air long after the needle’s been lifted, get passed around like secrets, stuffed into letters, snuck into pillows, left on bedside tables with handwritten notes scotch-taped to their covers—is difficult to isolate. How did Nick Drake become
the default patron saint of disillusioned youth everywhere? What makes his songs resonate so intensely? The eerie open tunings, the hollowness of his delivery? The curious syntax? The rustle of young fingertips brushing strings, the scarceness of the production, the untouched lightness of his melodies? The way that Drake’s work reminds us that real beauty can—against unimaginable odds—emerge from darkness?

It’s hard to completely disregard the circumstances of Pink Moon’s creation—the excruciating discomfort that seeps through Drake’s vocals, the hopelessness of his lyrics, the guitar plucks that echo and hover, funereal and solemn—but it is equally difficult to discount the perfect miracle of its endurance. Death looms heavy in Pink Moon, but it is also, now, a record about life, redemption, and joy. Drake’s posthumous popularity, while in some ways cosmically unjust, is also an extraordinary testament to the resiliency of good, meaningful art. How spectacular—how fated and miraculous and stupefying—that this tiny little folk record chugged on for thirty-something years after its creation. How absurd and magnificent that twenty-eight minutes of music, recorded in four hours in the middle of the night by a twenty-four-year-old kid with an acoustic guitar, has gathered so much momentum, altering and bettering lives. Forever available for those who require it: Amen.
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